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Report on Brownfield Land in Tbilisi, Georgia
April, May, June, 2017

i

Abstract

Tbilisi is a beautiful city with buildings of great antiquity and may styles of architecture, all set
in the narrow scenic valley of the Mtkvari River. On the northern and southern edges of the
city, however, there are extensive areas of brownfield land from former factory sites left over
from the Soviet era prior to 1991 and extensive railway lands. One of these rail sites, the
Central Rail Lands, is in the centre of Tbilisi and deserves special attention. This study
examines the extent of brownfield land in Tbilisi, and reviews the current draft Land Use
Masterplan proposals for the city, and looks at possible approaches to the brownfield land
issue and projects which might assist the city in the future. The study also looks in further
detail at the Central Rail Lands, the best connected site in the city. The study looks at the
role and future use of the main railway itself in the development of the Central Rail Lands
site and in the creation of a polycentric development strategy for Tbilisi utilising many of the
main areas of brownfield land in Tbilisi.
ii

Terms of Reference

The Terms of Reference for the study were to produce the following.
1.

Rapid diagnostic of the existing conditions of brownfield land (defined, for the purposes
of this exercise, as: property, which may have had a previous use and where the future reuse or redevelopment may be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a
hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant) and underutilized areas in Tbilisi, including,
inter alia: number & size of sites, approx. % privately owned, most common categories of
environmental contamination.
2. Reconnaissance of existing conditions will focus on: physical conditions (e.g., for cityidentified 'priority' redevelopment sites, assess relative size, location and accessibility &
availability of infrastructure required for reuse), legal and regulatory framework (applicability of
citywide land use plans; existing zoning constraints; what is legally permissible to be developed
on those sites; site ownership, etc.), and market conditions (e.g., real estate market analysis,
focused on the nodes where the 'priority' sites are located - so as to assess what is market
demand for each product types).
3. Preliminary categorization of types of "brownfields and underutilized" areas in Tbilisi and
recommendation of next steps.
4. Workshop to showcase international best practices in redevelopment of brownfields and
underutilized areas (NB: 'brownfield' connotes contamination, while "underutilized areas" has a
wider definition, since not all the underutilized areas are necessarily contaminated) and
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discussion of opportunities & priorities in Tbilisi, including how to apply international
experiences to the Georgia country context..
5. Rapid Diagnostic Report on Brownfield and Underutilized Areas in Tbilisi. The final 'output'
should also recommend next steps that Tbilisi could take in next 6-12 months to identify pilot
projects, and/or prepare framework plan for targeted area where greatest opportunity exists to
catalyze redevelopment (e.g., area adjacent to riverfront that perhaps is

near existing

development / demand)
TIMELINE
*

March-April 2017: International consultant starts diagnostic work with support of local

consultant and in full coordination with the Tbilisi Municipality.
*

May 2017: The workshop should bring together key municipal and other public sector

stakeholders, also local real estate developers and investors. The workshop should be informed
by the diagnostic work conducted.
*

June 2017: Based on discussions and new findings during the workshop, the

international consultant finalizes the diagnostic work.

iii

Team

The client for the study was Tbilisi Municipality and the study was funded by the World
Bank. An international development consultant with wide experience of brownfield land
issues was engaged by the World Bank to undertake the study, assisted by other World Bank
personnel, a local urban planner, and by a team at the Municipality.
World Bank team
Rosanna Nitti – World Bank -Team Leader
Dmitry Sivaev – World Bank – Urban Economist
Consultant to World Bank
John Burrows – International Development Consultant on Brownfield Land (from UK)
Irakli Zhvania – Local Consultant, Urban Planner (from Tbilisi)
Tbilisi Municipality team
Ketevan Kiknavelidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture,
Team Leader - Donor Coordination and Project Management.
Davit Asanidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture, Senior Specialist Land Use Master Plan Management Division
Nikoloz Gogorishvili - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture, Head of
Urban Management and Development Group
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Methodology

The study began with mapping and analysing the brownfield land from satellite and aerial
photographs of the city and this was followed up by site visits to many of the sites to verify
the satellite images and gain more information about the sites from the ground.
No detailed site surveys or potential pollution assessments were undertaken at this stage as
this was a scoping study to get a general idea of the whole extent and location of brownfield
land. Each site would need to be surveyed by appropriate specialist firms at a later date or
by consultants to the developers prior to development.
The Vision Statement for the emerging Land Use Masterplan, and the plans themselves and
other documents relating to land and development in Tbilisi were consulted and reviewed
but the final draft of the Land Use plan was not available at the time of the field work.
The new Land Use Masterplan was due to be delivered by the Land Use consultants to the
Municipality at the time of the field work for this study of brownfield land. There was much
discussion about the plan during the field work and some meetings about the plan and but
the final version of the new draft plan was not available in May 2017 when the field work
was being undertaken.. It is possible that aspects of plan have changed from what was being
discussed and some comments made in the meetings leading to this report, have been
incorporated into the final draft of the Land Use Masterplan.
Meetings were held with a number of organisations and officials involved with matters
relating to the brownfield land issue in Tbilisi. A list of meetings is Appendix 2. Many
discussions took place with the team, other officials, and the local consultant on urban
planning.
A workshop on brownfield land was held on Tuesday 24 May 2017 at Rooms Hotel, Tbilisi
involving 70 people from a wide variety of organisations with an interest in brownfield land
and buildings. Details of the workshop and its findings are in the Appendices and in the
relevant parts of this report. The international development consultant used experience of
brownfield land in other countries and this too was part of the study methodology.
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Tbilisi Brownfield Land Project
Meetings in April and May 2017 with the International Consultant – John Burrows
Meetings with the team:
Ketevan Kiknavelidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture, Team Leader for
Donor Coordination and Project Management.
Davit Asanidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture, Senior Specialist, Land Use
Master Plan Management Division
Nikoloz Gogorishvili - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture, Head of Urban
Management and Development Group
with
Irakli Zhvania - Local Consultant, Urban Planner
Meetings with:
Zurab Tsiklauri – Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Department for Architecture - Head
Giorgi Gabunia - Tbilisi City Hall, Adviser to Mayor for Sustainable Development
Otari Murjikneli - Tbilisi City Hall - Design Division Lead Architect
Giorgi Beltadze – Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Transport Department, Deputy Head
Elene Khundadze - Tbilisi City Hall, Municipal Transport Department, Head of Analytical Division
Giorgi Ebanoidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Economic Development Office, Head of Business Stimulation and
Investments Support Division
Elene Lobjanidze - Tbilisi City Hall, Economic Development Office, Chief Specialist
Mikheil Ukleba, - Tbilisi City Hall, Economic Development Office, Head of Innovations Support Unit
Merab Bolkvadze - Land Use Master Plan update group 'City of the Future', Co-Director of the
Project and Head of Urban Planning Team.
Mamuka Salukvadze – NLP- City Institute, Director and Head of Ecology Team
Gogi Abashidze – City Institute, Project Co-ordinator
Elene Darjania – City Institute, Urban Planner
George Zazashvili - Georgian Railways, Deputy Head of Operations Management Department and
Head of Construction Projects
Sophio Khidesheli - Georgian Railways, Construction Projects, Administrator of Railways
Modernisation Project
George Sakvarelidze - Architect MUA-Multiverse Architecture (Fabrika project)
Devi Kituashvili - Architect MUA-Multiverse Architecture (Fabrika project)
Michael Khundadze – Founder/Director of Campus Studio
Natalia Nebieridze – Deputy Director of Campus Studio
Tamar Bagratia – Georgian National Environmental Agency, Head
Nodar Tkhelidze – Head of Anthropogenic Hazard Management Division
Tinatin Khimshiashvili - President Landscape Architect's Association of Georgia
The appearance of any name in this list does not imply any endorsement of the views expressed in this report.
Some views and conclusions made in the report may not be supported by participants in the meetings.
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Introduction

Tbilisi is one of the most beautiful capital cities in the world with buildings of great antiquity,
many styles of architecture and in a wonderful setting along the deep valley of the Mtkvari
River with hills on either side, and buildings at all levels around the city centre.
Out of sight of the city centre are some very large areas of brownfield land in the north of
the city, and in particular, in the south and the south east of the city out towards the Airport.
The size of these sites and empty buildings are not easy to see from the ground but they are
very large indeed and stretch for considerable distances.
The brownfield sites are the sites of large scale factories no longer in use. The factories
relate to the Soviet era prior to 1991 where factories were built to supply produce for the
whole Soviet Union and on a scale far larger than is appropriate today for Georgia. The sites
relate to a very large scale Soviet economy which no longer exists. Some very large concrete
buildings stand empty with many hectares of empty land around these buildings.
In western Europe, increasing population provided demand for much of the brownfield land
created by its own former industries but sites still remained vacant for 10 to 20 years. In
Georgia, with less market demand for housing, sites may well stand empty for many years.
This study looks at where the main sites are, and what can be done with them. In particular,
it looks at priorities for development around sustainable transport systems and the need for
local plans for key nodal points which could become the centres of new communities as part
of a polycentric development of Tbilisi. In view of the slow growth rate it may take many
years but it is important now to indentify critical sites for future development and ensure
that they are safeguarded so that when development is possible these sites, particularly
those near commuter stations, can be focal points for new development.
The Central Rail Lands in the city centre is the principal brownfield site in the city and
presents a wonderful opportunity for some exciting new developments which can take
advantage of the site’s unique location within the city. The Central Rail Lands is the best
connected site in the city – it has Metro and Main Line stations surrounding it – so it must be
used for high density employment, particularly offices, surrounded by parks which are badly
needed in the city centre. Some specialist retail and visitor attractions could be included but
not residential. Residential would be a waste of the city’s best connected site.
The central railway line through the Tbilisi must stay for passenger trains as it can contribute
so much to the accessibility of site, and to Tbilisi generally. Suggestions of removing the
main line tracks (2 or 4 tracks) are not wise and seem to relate to the desire to remove
freight trains, particularly oil trains, from the city centre. This objective should be achieved in
some other way and the 2 or 4 main line tracks should remain for passenger trains. 65 of the
75 hectares of this key site can be redeveloped without removing the main railway line.
Tbilisi’s brownfield land across the City needs to be looked at as an opportunity.
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Principal Brownfield sites in Tbilisi (over 1 hectare)
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A

Extent of brownfield land

1.0

Extent of brownfield land in Tbilisi

1.1

There is no exact measurement of the hectares of brownfield land in Tbilisi. A total of
1,500 hectares of brownfield land is likely, but it depends on the definition.

1.2

The total amount of brownfield land and under-utilised land in the urban area of
Tbilisi could be as high as 2,250 hectares if the extremely large 500 ha undeveloped
site immediately south of the Airport is included in the total and a very large 150 ha
under-developed site in North Tblisi on the west side of the Mtkvari River is included.
These are large areas of underutilised land which may not technically have been
developed before but are areas of wasteland or underused land within the
immediate urban area and exhibit many of the same opportunities and problems as
the brownfield sites next to them. These underutilised sites are not covered in this
study and the study does not look at land on the higher ground around Tbilisi Sea.

1.3

This study looks at the 60 main sites within the valley of the Mtkvari River which total
1,500 hectares. The sites were identified completely separately from the Draft Land
Use Masterplan but are broadly consistent with the brownfield land definition and
map used by the Draft Land Use Masterplan.

1.4

This study identifies 60 main brownfield sites in Tbilisi of which 70% are in South and
South East Tbilisi (south and south east of Isani and Samgori railway and Metro
stations). These 70 sites in South and South East Tbilisi contain 80% of Tbilisi’s
brownfield land. 13.5% of Tblisi’s brownfield land is in the North and 6.5% is in
Central Tbilisi of which the Central Rail Lands is the largest and most significant site.

1.5

Whatever the figure in hectares, Tbilisi has a lot of brownfield land and far more than
a comparable western European city of Tbilisi’s size.

1.6

The large amount of brownfield land is a great opportunity for the City of Tbilisi and
its long term future. Brownfield land can be a problem in parts but also an
opportunity. To turn this brownfield land into a great opportunity it needs careful
and thoughtful long term planning now if the benefits for the city are to be maximised
in the future.
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Definition of Brownfield Land

1.7

Brownfield land is a relative term – relative to ‘Greenfield Land’. Greenfield land or
greenfield sites have never been developed before and are generally ‘green’ in
appearance – green fields, woodlands, moorlands.

1.8

By comparison, Brownfield Land has already been developed in the past but the land
is now unused. Although the land may be ‘brown’ or ‘grey’ or ‘black’ in appearance
from its previous development, the word ‘brown’ doesn’t really refer to its colour but
to the fact that it has been developed before, and so it is not ‘green’ field land.

1.9

Brownfield sites are frequently covered in debris, building materials, rubbish, and
sometimes pollutants, and large derelict buildings and the base of former roads and
railway lines. If vegetation exists, it is frequently growing up around and between
hard and broken surfaces. Visually, brownfield land can be very unattractive with an
air of decay which reduces confidence in surrounding areas and can reduce land
values as well as being unpleasant for residents nearby.

1.10

There are many other definitions of brownfield sites depending on the purpose of the
survey. If the purpose is to detect pollution problems, decay, and environmental
problems arising from developed land which is no longer in use it may well be called a
‘Derelict Land Survey’. If the purpose is to find land for development it could be
called a ‘Land Availability Survey’. If the purpose is to draw attention to the amount
of wasted land in a city it may well be called an ‘Unused and Underused Land Survey’.
All surveys will record many of the same sites, particularly the large sites of former
factories and utilities. But each survey will record different ‘additional’ sites
depending on their interest and this can make a huge difference to the scope and
extent of each survey.

1.11

The actual extent of brownfield land depends on its definition. For example land
south of the airport is potential development land but it may not have had
development on it before so it is not ‘brownfield’ land but it is immediately adjacent
to land that looks very similar which is classed as ‘brownfield’ land. A developer will
be interested in how much ‘developable’ land there is in a particular part of the city
rather than whether or not it is brownfield.

1.12

Also, a large factory site could include many hectares of land adjacent to the former
factory itself that have never been developed but are within the boundary of the
former factory - such as future expansion land which might never have been used
before the factory closed. Is this ‘brownfield’ land or not? Does it matter?
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1.13

To overcome these definition problems, the city should look at, and survey, all
vacant, unused, and underused land in the city because all of these categories are
of use and relevance to the city. Much of this land will be former industrial sites or
rail lands and so will also fall into the category of ‘brownfield’ land but there could be
other sites of equal or even greater significance to certain parts of the city which are
not technically brownfield sites but are areas of land which are greatly underused and
could be used much better.

1.14

The definition of ‘brownfield’ is only significant if certain legislation or planning
consents or grant regimes only apply to land ‘formerly used by industry’ in which case
the planning consent or the appropriate grant might only apply to that part of a
developer’s site. In these situations developers can become very interested in what is,
and what is not, technically ‘brownfield land’ because planning consents or grants
depend on it. Otherwise, developers are principally interested in whether a site is
available for development and not why it was empty – unless they suspect pollution.

1.15

It is recommended that any further survey of brownfield land should include all
sites and buildings that are empty, unused, underused, or in temporary use and
then classify them later into different categories, including brownfield. This way the
city will pick up unused sites, which may have never been built, on but which are
next to brownfield sites, and are just as significant for future development.

1.16

The UK adopted the very limited definition of ‘Derelict Land’ back in the 1970s and
ended up declaring that London had no derelict land when everyone could see many
hectares of vacant land in the eastern part of the city. The definition was changed to
include a wider definition of empty land and this enabled many sites to be included in
the surveys. The new survey included the sites that many residents were most
concerned about and sites which had better prospects for future development. Earlier
restrictive definitions had omitted these sites which were clearly ‘brownfield’.

1.17

Tbilisi should adopt a wide definition of unused land in its brownfield land study so
that it captures all types of land which is unused or underused and then categorise
and prioritise the sites. Do not adopt a narrow definition of brownfield land or it will
be necessary to survey the sites all over again because the narrow definition will
exclude too many sites of great interest.

1.18

This report follows a definition of brownfield land which is close to that used by the
Land Use Masterplan. It tends to focus on the former industrial sites in the valley of
the Mtkvari River through Tbilisi and includes, where possible, underused land. Most
of this brownfield land is east of the Mtkvari River and around the main railway line
through Tbilisi from Azerbajan and Rustavi to Kutaisi, and its 2 feeder lines in the
South and South East of the city from SW Georgia and Turkey, and East Georgia.
13
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2.0

Classification of types of Brownfield Land
Brownfield Land

2.1

A strict definition of brownfield land includes only land which has previously been
developed or used before, but this definition often excludes adjacent sites which are
also unused but have never been developed, perhaps because they were the ‘reserve’
sites for future industrial expansion or are currently inaccessible, cut off by the
existence of the former industrial land in front of them. There may be many reasons
why sites are empty or never used but these sites need to be included in any survey
of brownfield land as they may hold the key to the future development of the
brownfield land.

2.2

Invariably a brownfield land survey is used for a variety of other purposes such as for
land availability and development potential but the brownfield land study will be
misleading for these purposes if the definition at the start is too narrow as it might
exclude land which is not strictly ‘brownfield’ but is empty and available for
development.
Unused and Under-Used Land

2.3

Unused land is easy to detect and measure from aerial surveys but unused buildings
and underused land are much harder to determine. A judgement needs to be made
about whether the site ‘appears to be’ empty or underused and then subsequent
fieldwork on the ground can provide further information.

2.4

Unused buildings might include buildings which are in temporary use but which have
no long term use. The nature of the temporary use needs to be considered.

2.5

The most difficult judgement is about ‘underused’ land. From aerial surveys there
may be extensive areas of land with very few buildings or a site where all the activity
is on just one small corner and the rest appears to be unused or underused. The
number of vehicles parked on or near a site might be an indication of the intensity of
current use but further detailed knowledge is needed. A site might be unused or
underused because a development is about to take place in the next 2 or 3 years or it
could be that it will be like this for 20 years.
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Survey all brownfield, unused, and under-used sites then classify them later
2.6

The methodological advice is to include such sites in the initial survey and then
classify it according to the detailed information received later. Only exclude a site
that appears to be underused from the survey if it is clear that the long term use
requires a low level of site usage and that this is in the long term interests of the city.
A clear example of this is an operational airfield where it is reasonable that only a
small corner of the airfield space can be used as most of the land is required for clear
sight lines for aircraft taking off, landing and moving on the ground.

2.7

Other transport facilities might also require large areas of land for operational
purposes which are not used all the time but are required for storage and
marshalling yards which are full at times and empty at other times. A judgement
needs to be made about such operational use. If it is clear that these sites are likely
to be required regularly for those purposes in the long term future then they could
be excluded from the study but in many cases the operational future may be
uncertain in which case these sites should be included in the brownfield study and
then classified accordingly as ‘currently operational sites which might come up for
development in the future’.
The purpose of classification and the purpose of the study

2.8

The classification of sites must have regard to the purpose of the study and how it
might be used in the future. Does the city only want to know about land availability
for development or does it want to know about pollution risk, structural risk for
dangerous buildings, environmental issues and visual ‘eyesores’. The study should
have the capacity to be analysed in different ways by location, by former use, by
future potential, by ground conditions, and other characteristics.

2.9

A city could classify its previously used land by its former use such as:
former mining areas;
former docklands and wharves;
former railway yards;
former power stations;
former public utilities;
former iron and steel plants;
former chemical works;
former factories;
former housing areas;
former leisure facilities
and many more former uses.
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2.10

Classification by former use is important in cities with many types of brownfield land
and can help understand the nature of the ground conditions of the sites and the
particular needs of the site for restoration. In Tbilisi most of the large sites are former
factory sites so a classification by former use is not that helpful and has not been
undertaken for this study. The important classification for Tbilisi at this stage is by:
Location; Problem; Opportunity; and Critical Sites.
Location.

2.11

The first level of classification should be by location and this is used in this section. In
some respects it doesn’t matter if the land was formerly industrial land or transport
land or large or small – what matters first of all is where it is in the city. This is crucial
for forward planning and assessing future potential.
Problem.

2.12

The next most important factor is whether the site presents a problem or hazard due
to matters such as pollution, structurally unsound buildings, unauthorised activity,
visual ‘eyesore’ and other matters which might need addressing with some urgency.
Opportunity

2.13

The next most important classification is by opportunity or future development
potential and, in particular, sites of critical importance to the future development of
the city or of an area of the city.
Critical Sites

2.14

Any sites close to railway stations or potential sites for railway stations should be
identified and any development of such sites in the short term must be in keeping
with a long term vision and local plan for the area.

2.15

It is important to ensure that any development of these critical sites does not take
away options for the future and are used in the best long term interests of the city.
For example new industrial buildings should not be placed next to railway stations as
this land is more suited to offices, shops, or community facilities and access routes to
future residential developments. At Isani, next to the Metro station, is a major office
block and retail units and facilities for a suburban centre, which is sensible.
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2.16

Similar land uses need to be provided for new communities which could grow up
next to other railway stations on the main line in South and Se Tbilisi. Currently,
these sites look windswept and empty and it would be easy to hand them over now
to industrial use without realising how important these sites could be in the future.

2.17

In 10 years time, the site could be the location of a new community with houses,
flats, parks and shops and new areas of employment or the site is the key access
route to such a new community from a new suburban stations. But such a
development may not be possible in 10 years time or 20 years time if in the
meantime a large industrial structure has been built just where the community
centre would have been best located or the industrial unit blocks off the access to a
much larger site which could have been used for the new community. The City
needs to think now about what might be needed in 10 years or 20 years time.
These are normal time scales for long term town planning.

2.18

Local planning, following the detailed Land Use Masterplan is important for
identifying and preserving these critical sites and protecting them for future
appropriate uses, pathways, cycle ways, parks and residential use. Sites further
away from the railway could be zoned for industrial use. (See section on Local
Planning in this report).

2.19

As for critical sites these may be parts of much larger sites. For example a 20
hectare former industrial site may have 5 hectares close to the railway line (or close
to a potential site for a new station) or with a river frontage, and so only 5 hectares
of the 20 hectares may be critical to protect.

2.20

The other 15 hectares of the 20 hectare site may not be so vital for protecting access
to the railway or the river. Perhaps the another 5 hectares of the site, alongside the
critical 5 hectares, could be zoned for residential use and parks and then the
remaining 10 hectares could be zoned for mixed industrial and residential use. In this
way a new industrial unit could be placed now on the least critical 10 hectares of the
20 hectare site where it will be best located for the long term future even though the
new community may be 10 years to 20 years away from development. It is for a
Local Plan to determine the potential future structure of a new community and
protect key sites now.
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Figure 2.1 Classification of Tbilisi’s main brownfield sites by location and size
Extremely

Brownfield Land (May 2017)

Very

Large

Large Sites Large Sites
Sites
100 ha+
30 to 99 ha 10 to 29 ha

Medium

Small Sites

Sites
1 to 9 ha

Not recorded
Under 1ha

Total

North Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

0
0

2
100

7
95

5
13

NR

0
0

2
80

1
15

1
5

NR

1
150

4
155

13
160

4
18

NR

2
250

6
345

11
152

2
10

NR

3
400

14
680

32
422

12
46

NR

14
208

NR

Central Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

4
100

NR

South Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

22
483

NR

South East Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

21
757

NR

Total
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

61
1548

NR

NR = Not recorded. Sites under 1 ha were not recorded in this initial survey. All site areas are estimates only.
Illustrative figures only. See notes after Figure 2.2. General estimates and should not be used for any
detailed planning or commercial use. Exact measurements to be taken in the next stage of study.

Figure 2.2 Further Classification of Tbilisi’s main brownfield sites by size
Brownfield Land (May 2017)

Size of sites - in hectares
Over 50 to 40 to 30 to 20 to 15 to 10 to 5 to
100 ha 99 ha 49 ha 39 ha 29 ha 19 ha 14 ha 9 ha

1 to
4 ha

Under
1 ha

Total

NR

14
208

North Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

0
0

2
100

0
0

0
0

1
20

3
45

3
30

1
5

4
8

NR

0
0

1
50

0
0

1
30

0
0

1
15

0
0

1
5

0
0

NR

1
150

0
0

2
85

2
70

1
20

4
60

8
80

3
15

1
3

NR

2
250

3
250

0
0

3
95

3
60

2
30

6
62

2
10

0
0

NR

3
400

6
400

2
85

6
195

5
100

10
150

17
172

7
35

5
11

NR

Central Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

NR

4
100

South Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

NR

22
483

South East Tbilisi
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

NR

21
757

Total
Number of sites over 1 hectare
Total area of sites in hectares

NR

NR = Not recorded. Sites under 1 hectare were not recorded in this initial survey. All site areas are estimates only.
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61
1,548

Notes for Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Aerial survey in May 2017 of principal brownfield sites in the Mtkvari River valley through Tbilisi
and the area of south and south east Tbilisi. Tbilisi Sea area has not been surveyed.
Sites under I hectare were recorded where seen but the survey may not be reliable for these small
sites so all sites under 1 ha. have been excluded at this stage in order to concentrate on the larger
scale brownfield land issues. (NA = Not available).
These figures are illustrative only. They are not accurate measurements of each site but are estimates
of relative size. A site recorded as 10 ha could be 8.5ha or 11.5 ha. It is recorded as ‘10 ha’
as this appears to be its approximate size rather than say ‘5 ha’ or ‘20 ha’.
The site area figures should not be used for any detailed planning or commercial use as each of the
60 principal sites needs to be surveyed and a more accurate land area calculated and recorded on the
appropriate form. This table can be revised when this is undertaken.
The terms ‘Large’, ‘Medium' and ‘Small ‘sites are relative. For working purposes at this stage a large
site is one that appears to be 10 hectares or larger. A medium site is between 1 hectare and 9.99
hectares and a small site is under 1 hectare.
For comparison, 1 hectare is about the size of the open area (including roads) of Freedom Square and
4 ha would accommodate the Tbilisi Dynamo Stadium. In a city centre location a 1 hectare site is not
‘small’. One hectare in a city centre is a major development opportunity but in terms of the whole
city at this stage of the study sites under1 hectare are considerably smaller than the medium, large,
very large and extremely large sites in south and SE Tbilisi.
A massive site of 500 hectares in South East Tbilisi (S22), immediately south of the Airport has been
excluded from the survey totals in this table as this appears to be urban fringe land which may not
have been previously used – nevertheless it is a huge piece of land on the urban edge which could
have great significance for any development strategies in the future.
An extremely large site of 150+ hectares in the North Area on the west side of the Mtkvari River
(which is not marked on the survey) appears to be ‘under-used’ land but it has been excluded from
the survey at this stage but it is a very important site.
A significant site of over 10 hectares in the Central Area, close to the river, has been excluded as it is
used intensively at present. It may be an important opportunity for the city in future plans and this
could be examined but its current status removes it from the survey.
Perhaps a quarter, or even less, of the sites and their area are ‘critical’ to future strategic development
plans and these need to be identified and protected. Such identification would not stop the
development of these sites so long as the intended development is consistent with the Municipality’s
long term Local Plan objectives and zoning for that area.

Of 61 sites totalling 1,548 hectares, 6 sites (10% of sites) total 800 hectares (52% of land).
South and SE Tbilisi together have 70% of sites (42) and 80% of brownfield land (1,223 ha.).
North Tblisi has 13.6% of Tblisi’s brownfield land; Central 6.5%; South 30.5%; and SE 49.3%.

2.21

Similar tables can be drawn up for other characteristics of the sites such as the
number of sites with particular problems such as pollution or inappropriate or
unauthorised uses or with buildings which are structurally unsound or unsightly.

2.22

A table of critical sites by site reference numbers is set out below so that it is possible
to keep an eye on those sites which need constant watch. The sites may need
revising when the detailed survey work has been completed.
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Figure 2.3 Critical Brownfield Sites in Tbilisi by location, size, and reference number
Brownfield Land

Tbilisi

North Tbilisi

Central Tbilisi

South Tbilisi

South East Tbilisi

Total
May 2017

All Main Brownfield Sites

Site

Critical Sites

Ref.

ha.

Ref.

ha.

NI
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7

20
10
15
10
15
50
5
125

N8
N9
N10
N11
N12
N13
N14

2
2
2
2
15
10
50
83
208

N1
N2
N14

30
5
35
100

C1
C2
C3

10
35
10
5
5
15
15
20
45
40
150
350
483

S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S22

SE12 110
SE13 35
SE14 20
SE15 5
SE16 5
SE17 10
SE18 140
SE19 20
SE20 80
SE21 90

SE2
SE7
SE8
SE11
SE12
SE14
SE15
SE18
SE20

C1
C2

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11

SE1
SE2
SE3
SE4
SE5
SE6
SE7
SE8
SE9
SE10
SE11

Significant Sites

General Sites

Site

15
50
65
35
10
15
10
10
10
10
3
15
5
10
133
15
30
10
15
10
20
10
10
80
30
12
242

C3
C4

S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22

515
757

Total number of sites
61
Total area of sites (ha.) 1,548

Site Ref. ha.
20
10
50

Site Ref.

ha.

Site Ref.

ha.

N6
N12
N13

50
15
10

N3
N4
N5
N7
N8
N9
N10
N11

15
10
15
5
2
2
2
2
53

S1
S2
S4
S5
S6
S10
S11
S12

35
10
10
10
10
5
10
10

80

75

15
50
30
95

C4

35
10
5
5
15
15
20
45
150

S3
S7
S8
S9
S21

5

300
30
10
10
12
110
20
5
140
80

5

15
10
3
15
40

83
SE3
SE13
SE21

10
35
90

100
SE1
SE 4
SE5
SE6
SE9
SE10
SE16
SE17
SE19

15
15
10
20
80
30
5
10
20

417

135

205

24
475

12
163

25
153

Critical and Significant Sites are identified as examples at this stage and may change when further analysis is undertaken.
All site areas are general estimates at this stage and are not to be used for any other purpose - commercial or planning.

See notes for Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.

2.23

The table shows that of 61 principal sites, 24 sites might be regarded as critical (this is for
the Municipality planners to decide after further survey work) and a further 12 sites are
of special significance with regard to the future development of the city.
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2.24

In the next stage of the work it can be decided how much of each critical site is to be
designated as ‘critical’. For example all of the sites C1 and C2 would be regarded as
critical but perhaps not all of site SE18’s 140 hectares would be critical but rather the
first 50 hectares nearest the railway line would be critical and the next 50 hectares
might be significant but the most southerly 40 hectares might not be of such special
interest. This is all a matter for Municipality planners to determine in due course.
Part brownfield site from air and the ground - North Tbilisi (Site N1)
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3

Northern Sites

3.1

The key brownfield sites in the North of the city are shown below. A more thorough
ground survey will reveal further sites but at this stage of the study this plan is a
sufficient basis for further work.
Figure 3.1 North Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites

3.2

There are large areas of underused land on the west side of the Mtkvari River in the
northern part of the city but at this stage the study concentrates on the brownfield
and underused land on the east side of the river, primarily between the river and the
main line railway although some of the sites are east of the railway.

3.3

The first observation, and this will come up in the other parts of the city, is that the
brownfield land is directly related to the railway line and indeed the largest single
site is a railway works which is no longer fully used. The relationship with the railway
is a crucial aspect of almost all of Tbilisi’s brownfield land and a great opportunity for
the city in the potential re-use of many of the sites and it is why the railway issue is
of great significance in the whole study.

3.4

At the most northerly point of the Municipality is a former industrial site which is in
partial use for building materials and there is much lorry traffic coming and going
from the site. However, much of the former factory land is not in use and so the
long term future of the building materials (sand, gravel etc) needs to be ascertained
before planning the area.
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3.5

As winds blow down the Mtkvari River and the river itself flows from north to south
this area is unsuitable for any industry which might release smoke, emissions, or
chemicals into the atmosphere and into the river as they will all end up in central and
southern Tbilisi. The scenery in this area is beautiful. Its future might well be as the
core or part of a residential community able to use the main line railway to commute
into central Tbilisi. Its future may not be industrial at all.

3.6

Further south is a very large site on the edge of the Mtkvari River and this will need
careful thought. Much of it is under-used land rather than ‘brown’ field but it
represents an opportunity and of course should not be used for any industry which
needs to release emissions into the atmosphere because of is northerly location.

3.7

South of this site is the very long and large railway works. This site could be planned
as a whole new development depending on how much land can be released. The
site is between the railway and the Metro and so might be very well placed for some
high density employment nearest the railway and residential use enabling people to
reach other employment sites in the city by rail. The land may well be polluted in
parts due to the nature of the works and this needs to be dealt with. A single
masterplan for this site could stimulate some exciting ideas for a coherent plan for
this new ‘quarter’ in the city. There is a link to the river in association with another
brownfield site at the southern end of the site and this could be helpful in opening
up access to the river edge.
Figure 3.2 North Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites - Reference Numbers
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4

Central sites including Central Rail Lands

4.1

Near the city centre there are three large brownfield sites. The Central Rail Lands
East and the Central Rail Land West of the main line which should be planned
together as one site but with the main line running through the western side of it.
The third site is in a very visible area opposite the city centre on the hillside above
Avlabari.

4.2

The Central Rail Lands between Central Station and Didube Station presents the
most exciting and important brownfield land opportunity in Tbilisi. It is Tbilisi’s
best connected brownfield site with both of Tbilisi’s 2 Metro lines meeting at this
site and the main line railway connecting up with the Metro at Central Station and
also at Didube at the northern end of the site.
Figure 4.1 Central Tbilisi - Principal Brownfield Sites

4.3

It cannot be stressed enough – that this is the best site and best connected site by
public transport in the whole of Tbilisi and is a central city location so it has to be
used for something which requires large numbers of people to visit daily to make
the best use of the 6 stations surrounding the site.

4.4

The site must be a location for high density employment and that in most world
cities is office development. The site can handle large numbers of people arriving
and leaving everyday because of its superb sustainable public transport facilities (2
mainline stations, and 4 Metro stations around the edge of this site).
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Figure 4.2 Central Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites – Reference Numbers

4.5

Parks are badly needed in this part of the city and so new parkland with offices
should be the priority and not residential. It would be a poor use of this site’s unique
location and 6 stations to use it for residential use. There is residential development
either side of this site to providing a community mix with the office developments.

4.6

At the southern end by Central Station a specialist retail quarter and visitor
attractions could be provided but avoid building large car parks. The site
development should encourage travel by sustainable means – railway, Metro,
pathways, cycle ways. There is an opportunity here to deliver this. It requires a site
masterplan for the 65 hectares of brownfield land which can provide so much for the
city if planned well.

4.7

There is a great deal of market retail next to Central Station particularly on the North
West side. It would be appropriate to leave this market retail for the coming years
and concentrate on bringing forward new developments around Central Station and
the Rail Lands. In due course, as the land market changes in this area, such uses
might need relocation to more appropriate sites but by that time it will be apparent
to everyone that this is a sensible thing to do.
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Figure 4.3 Central Rail Lands

4.8

The mainline railway of 4 or 2 tracks should remain for passenger trains. The site can
easily accommodate the main line and it would be an asset for the site. The
extensive railway sidings provide over 60 hectares of brownfield land for
development without removing the principal 2 or 4 through tracks. Section 24, later
in this report, outlines this exciting development opportunity.

4.9

The other main brownfield site in central Tbilisi is opposite the historic core. It has a
central location but has none of the key advantages of the Central Rail Lands site. It
has no stations – compared with 6 stations around the Central Rail Lands. The main
railway runs close to the bottom of this site so perhaps a station or halt could be
included here but it would still be a long way from much of the rest of the site.

4.10

This site could take residential use as it doesn’t have the infrastructure for a city
centre employment hub. The part closest to the city centre presents an opportunity
for something interesting and in view of its prominence and visibility from the
historic core it will need careful planning with particular attention paid to how it
looks from the west side of the Mtkvari River and from the castle and other
prominent viewpoints in and above the historic core of Tbilisi.
Unfinished buildings in the city centre

4.11

Tbilisi does not have empty brownfield sites in the City Centre but it does have a
surprising number of half finished high rise buildings. They are a special form of
brownfield land which would benefit from a separate study. It is beyond the scope
of this study as the reasons for these half finished buildings are quite different from
the huge number of large brownfield sites which were former industrial areas.
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5.0

South Tbilisi sites

5.1

The largest extent of brownfield land in Tbilisi is in southern Tbilisi. This has been
divided into two areas for convenience either side of the main railway line.

5.2

The South area has been defined in this study as the area south of the Samgori to
Rustavi railway line and north of the Mtkvari River. The South East area is the area
to the north of the Samgori to Rustavi railway line and generally south of the main
road to Tbilisi Airport. Figure 5.1 shows both areas. This section is about South area.
Figure 5.1 South and South East Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites

Figure 5.2 South Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites – Reference Numbers

Sites S1 to S7 = 100 ha; S8 to S13 = 80 ha; S14 to S16 = 20 ha; S18 to S21 = 120 ha. Total 320 ha.
Site S17 = 15 ha; and S22 = 150+ ha. Total = 150 ha +. Total for South Area = 470 ha+.
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5.3

There is an enormous amount of brownfield land in the South area, far more than
most cities of Tbilisi’s size could ever expect to re-use in the foreseeable future.
Tbilisi has no projection of rapid population growth and it is difficult to see how
many of these sites could be used in the future.

5.4

The city needs to prioritise and to identify one or two key nodal points as centres
for new communities and to prepare Local Plans for those polycentric
developments. The draft Land Use Masterplan supports such a concept. The
Municipality needs to identify exactly the locations (which should be centred on a
railway station or a site for a new railway station) as many of these sites are
beyond the reach of the Metro.

5.5

The railway. As noted with the Northern sites, and particularly with the Central Rail
Lands, all of these sites are connected by the main line railway. The railway brought
these factory sites here in the first place and supplied them with materials and took
away their produce so the railway is a key feature of these sites and a key
opportunity for their future.

5.6

There are several large sites with river frontages. These need to be planned carefully
to maximise the river location and space left for riverside parks and a continuous
walkway and cycle way along the river edge which in 20 years or 30 years time might
become a through route for cycles and walkers from the north of the city to the
south. Every riverside site in the city should leave space for public access along the
river front.

5.7

The largest site in the Southern Area, S22, is the military airfield at the far south of
the area. A strategic decision needs to be made about this site and if it is available
for development then it should be planned as one site to make the most of it.

5.8

Any development of such a large site as S22 would need to be phased with other city
developments or there will be too much development for the city to handle. This
site could be held in reserve for the long term as it is far out of the city and the least
visible from the rest of the city.
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6.0

South Eastern sites

6.1

The brownfield sites in the South East of Tbilisi are the largest in extent. Some are
on the fringe of the city they are almost indistinguishable from the ‘urban edge’.
Figure 6.1 South East Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites

Figure 6.2 South East Tbilisi – Principal Brownfield Sites – Site Reference Numbers
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6.2

The huge site south of the airport, SE22, could be regarded as ‘urban fringe’ and has
been excluded from the brownfield land totals but it is within the urban perimeter
and needs to be kept in mind when considering the future planning of the city. It
could be kept in reserve for decades to come and perhaps may never be developed
given the amount of other brownfield land in this area. North of the airport are
several very large former industrial areas which also merge into urban fringe land.

6.3

Likewise east of Samgori and before the airport are some very large sites. The front
of some of these sites are close to, and visible from, the airport highway so they are
well located but the extent of their southerly extensions are not readily appreciated
from the highway. These are huge sites which need careful planning to get the best
from them. They could accommodate whole new communities if planned well.

6.4

It is important to prepare Local Plans to establish the future vision for these sites and
identify the critical parts of the sites to protect so that development in the next 5 to
10 years doesn’t destroy key strategic opportunities for longer term well planned
development.

6.5

The front of a number of these sites in the South East of Tbilisi are likely to attract
development related to the highway but it is important, when considering planning
applications for the roadside developments, that the access routes into these big
sites behind them are thought out early so that the roadside developments do not
lock off access to these massive sites.

6.6

The rail links and station sites need to be well worked out now to ensure that critical
sites are protected from unplanned developments in the coming years prior to the
longer term development of these sites.
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7.0

Riverside sites

7.1

At the start of the study it was hoped that there would be a series of brownfield sites
along the side of the Mtkvari River which could be linked up and protected for
public access and parkland with trans Tbilisi cycle ways and pathways.

7.2

Riverside access throughout Tbilisi must still be an objective for the Municipality but
unfortunately many of the brownfield sites are not on the river edge, as they are in
many European towns and cities where the river has been a principal transport hub.

7.3

In the formation of Tbilisi’s brownfield land the river has not been the significant
transport route and so there are fewer riverside brownfield sites. The industries
which created Tbilisi’s brownfield land today are of more recent C20th origin where
the railway has been the principal ‘creator’ and locator of the industrial sites which
are now disused. Brownfield land in Tbilisi is next to the railways and many small
railway sidings go right into these former industrial sites.

7.4

Nevertheless, wherever a site near the river comes available the city should ensure
that the river frontage is protected in future for public access and to enable linkage
to other riverside open sites.

7.5

Cities in Europe which have citywide river access and continuous cycle ways and
walk ways have often taken 20 or 30 years to achieve these linkages so starting now
in difficult conditions with few opportunities should not be ignored. It takes time.

7.6

Every planning application for a riverside development should be examined for
riverside access. Sometimes a 5 metre wide strip may be enough to claim from a
development project but for other sites need to be considered for parkland.

7.7

A study should be carried out of sites with potential for opening up to the river. The
sites might included many which are not brownfield sites but which might come on
to the land market in future years and the Municipality might wish to buy the site,
then take off a strip of land along the river then re-sell the remaining site or it could
negotiate with the owners to provide such a space as part of the planning
application process for any new re-developments along the river.

7.8

One site of such interest could be the building materials market which is close to the
river, north of the stadium and south of Didube. This site may or may not be
‘brownfield’ and may not be ‘underused’ but it may be ‘inappropriately used’ for
that size of site in that location. The Municipality might wish to address that issue
as part of this brownfield land study or as a separate issue.
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8

Methodology for further survey

8.1

In the next stage of this study it will be necessary for the Municipality to investigate
each of the major sites and measure them with more accuracy and assess their
prospects for development and any problems that might exist on or near each site.

8.2

This scoping study has identified about 60 principal sites, numbered: North N1, N2,
N3 etc; Centre, C1, C2 etc; South, S1, S2 etc; and South East SE1, SE2, SE3 etc.
A summary sheet needs to be prepared on each major site.

8.3

An example of a blank and a completed survey sheet in given in the next two pages.
Keep it simple. Nothing more complicated is needed at this next stage. To try
something more complicated and sophisticated will slow down the process and tie
up staff resources on perfecting the process and output rather than thinking about
the outcome, the issues raised by the information collected and future planning
possibilities. At this stage all that is needed is some idea of size, ownership, general
conditions, and an indication of opportunities for development and in particular
whether the site, of part of it, is critical to the future development of the area.

8.4

The next stage survey needs to be fairly quick and simple. Sites requiring more
detailed work can be revisited by specialists and their reports attached to these
front sheets. The front sheet is a summary so that the sites can be compared
easily.

8.5

The front sheets for each site will be in Georgian but it may be worth having an
English version for each site if the data base is to be used by any foreign consultants.

8.6

In the example below, the basic information about the site is summarised (location
by map, hectares, ownerships, etc) and then some very brief comments about the
planning context and whether this is a critical site. If it is a critical site then this
should be noted under the reference number at the top right of the survey form.

8.7

The site survey forms could be completed by the end of 2017 and then all the forms
can be reviewed and priorities established for further work.

8.8

Planning reports on any of these sites should make reference to the fact that the site
is one which is covered in the Brownfield and Underused Land Survey as site say
‘N20’ and it is listed as a Critical Site. This should alert decision makers and so
careful consideration should be given to any proposed development on or near a
critical site to ensure that it does not conflict with the City’s Land Use Masterplan of
2017 and / or the draft Local Plan for that area which has been or is being prepared.

8.9

Alternatively the critical sites could be listed as an appendix to the approved Land
Use Masterplan with a policy that no inappropriate development will be approved
on any of the critical sites listed in the appendix to the approved Land Use
Masterplan and that all proposed developments on those sites will be subject to a
special scrutiny process by the Municipality prior to approval.
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Tbilisi Municipality Brownfield and Under Used Land Survey - 2017
Site Address and name (if any)
Si te
n o.

Address abc
Cadastral references and ownership
Main
owner
Other
major
owners
Total no.
Open land
area
Site Plan

Buildings
Ground area

Total
hectares
Location Plan

Description of site and former use

Opportunities (special to this site)

Problems and pollution (special to this site)

Planning Proposals, Ideas, and Notes

Planning reference:
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Tbilisi Municipality Brownfield and Under Used Land Survey - 2017
Site Address and name (if any)
The former railway engine factory site.
Address abc

Site
no.

N 20
Critical site

Cadastral references and ownership
Main
owner

01.12.01.003.169

The xyz Corporation, Address a,b,c

Other
major
owners

01.12.01.008 15
01.12.01.008 16
01.12.01.008 11

Georgian Railways
Georgian Railways
Tbilisi Municipality

Total no.

22

Open land
area
Site Plan

25.40

ha

Buildings
Ground area

200,000

m2
20.0 ha

Total
45.40
hectares
Location Plan

Description of site and former use
Very large sheds (single storey but high) covering many hectares with some large areas of
surrounding flat land, rail tracks and sidings.
Formerly the Engine and train construction factory of xyz company from 1950 to 1988.
Opportunities (special to this site)
Reasonably close to centre of Tbilisi and to the Mtkvari River and to existing rail track.
Problems and pollution (special to this site)
Ground contamination is likely in many parts of the site due to former use.
Planning Proposals, Ideas, and Notes

Planning reference:

No proposals yet but it could be a subject to a single and interesting site masterplan.
Do not break up this site until master planning options have been considered for whole site.
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B

Analysis

9

Origin of brownfield land in Tbilisi

9.1

Brownfield land studies for other cities in other countries would spend a great deal
of time discussing the origin of brownfield land because it would be of great
importance both in understanding how the brownfield land has come about and
how to deal with it in the future. Where brownfield land is caused by ‘market
failure’
then the causes of market failure can be addressed. Where brownfield land is of a
particular type, such as former docklands, then new riverside settings have been
created to capitalise on the increase in land values arising from waterside settings.
The type of brownfield land and the reasons why it came about may contain the
solutions to its future use.

9.2

For Tbilisi, the origin of most of the very large brownfield sites is the same
throughout the city. Very large factories built to supply to a USSR wide economy
prior to 1991 have become redundant due to the collapse of the USSR as a structure
and as a market. The factories were part of a centralised command control economy
which no longer exists and has not existed for 25 years. This is an unusual situation
world-wide but not for the former Soviet republics.

9.3

Brownfield land exists where there has been a cessation of a ‘former use’ and a
delay in a ‘future use’. The cessation of industrial production on many of these very
large sites is easy to explain in the context of the collapse of the Soviet structure but
why the delay in future use? This is the important question for Tbilisi.

9.4

The simple answer is that Tbilisi does not generate the demand required for the reuse of such large sites. In countries in Western Europe or South or East Asia,
population growth would have claimed many of these sites for new housing areas
and new infrastructure to cope with a rising population. This has not happened in
Tbilisi to the extent required to use up large amounts of brownfield land. Tbilisi and
Georgia’s population is not increasing at a rate which has any significant impact on
large scale brownfield land in Tbilisi.

9.5

Even in countries like the UK with large economies, large populations, and a very
strong land market, sites like those in Tbilisi can remain vacant for 10 years or 20
years. London’s Docklands, only 5 kms to 10kms away from the centre of one of the
richest cities in the world remained as brownfield land for 20 years. If this was the
case in London’s Docklands for many years why should it be any different in Tbilisi?

9.6

In Tbilisi, the supply of brownfield land far exceeds the demand for it. Some of these
brownfield sites will remain empty for a very long time. Any planning for the future
of these sites will need to consider long time scales and interim uses and interim
strategies. Tbilisi needs to be very clever in its future planning to mitigate the worst
effects and maximise the benefits for the city of such large brownfield sites.
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10

Overview of principal issues
Be Positive

10.1

The City needs to be positive about its brownfield land. Of course, there will be
problems to address but first of all some of these brownfield sites represent a
tremendous opportunity for the city – space for new sustainable communities.
Size

10.2

Some of the sites are very large. This is an opportunity for those sites in the best
locations but could be a problem for those sites which are less well located. The city
needs to ensure it identifies which sites can make the greatest contribution to the
future of the city.
Priorities

10.3

The City has to prioritise its brownfield site projects and ensure that those sites
which can benefit the city most in the future are protected from unwise short term
development now.
Problems - Pollution

10.4

Sites which contain problems such as pollution, unstable buildings etc need to be
identified first and a remedial programme established to ensure that action is taken.

10.5

Advice needs to be taken from specialist firms about the nature of any pollution and
whether it is active or passive. If the pollution is ‘active’ in polluting the air or water
courses then it will need to be treated or removed by specialist contractors to a
special area licensed to receive such material. These remediation measures must be
checked carefully by the City authorities or polluted material will end up dumped in
the river or on another site. Removing or treating pollution can be expensive and
there is a temptation to ‘cut corners’ so the City needs to be sure the removal
process is monitored and that the approved receiving site is receiving the material.

10.6

If the pollution is ‘passive’ and remains in the ground then it will be a matter for the
future developer of the site to make safe as part of the proposed development at the
appropriate time and for planning consent to be ‘conditional’ upon a satisfactory
remediation scheme being agreed and implemented – which the Municipality should
inspect and take enforcement action against the developer if it is not satisfactorily
implemented. Some ground pollution can remain undisturbed and covered by a
development but it needs be documented and the solution agreed by the
Municipality. The Municipality will need to be satisfied that the developer’s solution
to the problem is approved a specialist engineering and surveying firm qualified in
these matters. If the material needs to be moved then it must be by specialist
contractors to an agreed specialist site and the process monitored.
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Problems – Rubbish and inappropriate use
10.7

There are other problems arising on brownfield sites other than pollution which
could include illegal dumping of waste, ‘fly tipping’, rubbish, infestation with vermin,
infestation with invasive plant species, and space for inappropriate or illegal activity.
Security for sites may be a problem.
Problems – Dangerous Structures

10.8

The principal problem for Tbilisi’s sites after checking for pollution and dangerous
materials on site is one of the structural stability of the buildings remaining on site.
There are some very large buildings on some of the brownfield sites. Some appear to
be re-usable and others are just concrete carcasses. The buildings tend to be of
metal reinforced concrete construction and much concrete has been used but as
structures start to fail for whatever reason the weight of this concrete which was
once a strength of the structure can become a liability if it is bearing down on a part
of the structure which has become weakened over the years.

10.9

The next stage of the survey of brownfield sites such record which sites would
benefit from a further inspection of the empty buildings to determine whether they
represent a public hazard and whether there is sufficient security and notices around
any structure which is believed to be unsafe.

10.10 Some structures are in the public domain such as the very long reinforced concrete
bridge over the railway yards near Didube but the concrete is falling away in places.
The Municipality should ensure that the bridge is regularly inspected by the City or
Georgian Railways to ensure that it remains safe for public use. Such inspections
may well be carried out already by the appropriate authority so it may be a case of
extending such inspections to other structure on, near or across areas of brownfield
land.
Opportunities
10.11 Sites which contain the solution to a city problem like access to the river or a route
for a new road, or space for parks or space for whole communities close to the
railway for sustainable transport to the city centre should be identified next and the
opportunity noted and protected for the future.
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11

The railway issue – the proposal to remove the main line in Central Tbilisi

11.1

The Vision Statement for the Draft Land Use Masterplan contains a proposal to
remove the main line railway tracks from the centre of Tbilisi, from Samgori
northwards through Central Station to Didube station.

11.2

The proposal to remove railway track from the centre of the city and to break up the
main railway line not only through Tbilisi but through Georgia is a most surprising
proposal given the importance of railways, and the growing importance of railways
and railway connection, in major urban areas around the world.
Relevance of the railway issue to brownfield land in Tbilisi

11.3

The proposal to remove the railway track in the centre of Tbilisi is of enormous
significance to the issue of brownfield land in the city.

11.4

Almost all the major brownfield sites in the city are connected by the main line
railway so its future connectivity and success is important to those sites. In South and
South East Tbilisi many of the largest brownfield sites are close to the main line but a
long way from the Metro so the efficiency and improved efficiency of the main line
railway as a commuter railway for Tbilisi is of great importance for the planning and
success of the development of these brownfield sites.

11.5

Proposals to break up the main line in central Tbilisi and slow down journey times and
making them more difficult is not in the interests of a future planning and transport
strategy for Tbilisi and for its outer areas and brownfield sites. It should be a matter
of great concern for the City Hall and for its future brownfield land strategy.

11.6

The stated justification of the proposal to remove the main line railway tracks is to
free up land on the city’s most significant brownfield site, the Central Rail Lands.

11.7

As the railway issue directly affected all of Tbilisi’s largest brownfield sites and was
critical also to the detailed planning of its most central and significant brownfield site
it was vital that a considerable amount of time needed to be given to considering the
merits of the proposal and providing advice on this issue with regard to the
brownfield land strategy.
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Relevance of the timing of the railway issue to the Brownfield Land Study
11.8

The issue of the railway was current at the time of researching and preparing this
report. It was vital therefore that the consultant considered the railway issue
straightaway.

11.9

Although the proposal of removing the railway tracks had been around for some
years, its formal adoption would have been partly through the Land Use Masterplan
which was due to be completed and presented to the Municipality in April 2017
during the same month that the International Consultant started working on the
brownfield land strategy for the city.

11.10 Preliminary advice was provided to the Municipality in April and May 2017 on the
railway issue and its important strategic implications for the City and for the future
brownfield land strategy. This section of the report covers this same ground as the
preliminary briefings and has the same conclusions.
Absence of a planning and transport specialist report on removing the tracks
11.11 Of great concern is that there does not appear to have been a city wide transport,
land use, and economic evaluation of the proposal to remove the main line tracks in
Central Tbilisi or at least not one by a recognised planning and transport consultancy
which has been asked to evaluate the benefits and disbenefits of the proposal, and to
evaluate them and advise the City and Government on the most appropriate way
forward on this key strategic matter.
11.12 It appears that the consultants working on the Land Use Plan including the
international consultants have ‘accepted’ that the proposal to remove the tracks is
the long standing political wish and have incorporated it in the Plan but they do not
appear to have evaluated the proposal. They have listed some benefits but provided
no analysis of costs and disbenefits. Furthermore, the international consultants
involved do not appear to have endorsed the proposal or, more importantly, advised
their client (the Municipality) that the tracks should be removed. If the international
consultants are prepared to advise that the railway tracks should be removed then
they should provide a full analysis and costing of the benefits and disbenefits of
removing the tracks in support of their advice.
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11.13 The removal of the railway tracks is described by the Vision statement (page 98) as
‘the largest scale mega project of the urban development’ but there is no study of
commensurate size to justify it. It would be reasonable to expect a study of at least
20 or 30 pages, perhaps 100 pages or more, with analysis, comments, and figures on
issues including: the costs and benefits; journey times; costs of track removal; cost of
building new termini stations; the feasibility of constructing interchanges at Samgori
and Didube over live track; the views and operational requirements of Georgian
Railways; the cost of operating the new arrangements; the impact on the local and
national economy and international implications; and then the costing of the
perceived benefits of the scheme and an evaluation of the benefits and disbenefits of
the proposal with a professional opinion on the scheme and the options.
11.14 The absence of an evaluation and recommendation by an appropriately qualified local
or international transport and planning consultant is surprising given that the
proposal is contrary to best practice elsewhere in the world and particularly in Europe
where rail links in cities are seen as one of the most sustainable forms of mass transit
and are being expanded rather than contracted in urban areas. Taking up the city’s
main track would seem to be an extreme measure in the wrong direction so a
detailed evaluation and cost benefit analysis of the proposal would be expected in
any report containing the proposal.
11.15 It is assumed that no such evaluation exists as it is not mentioned on page 98 of the
Land Use Plan Vision report proposing the removal of track.
11.16 It would be unwise to proceed with such a radical proposal without further specialist
transport planning and economic advice on the city-wide, and national, transport
implications of the proposal from appropriate experts in this field. Even if the
proposal was at one time a political priority there should still be a full evaluation.
The position of the Government
11.17 A proposal to break the national rail infrastructure in any event should come from the
Government. The very first railways in the world were in the UK and from the very
beginning nearly 200 years ago they required Parliamentary approval and this seems
to be the practice throughout the world.
11.18 It should be for the Government to determine any changes to the national strategic
railway network in a report and through a procedure acceptable to the Georgian
Parliament and the Government’s Audit Office.
11.19 The Municipality and Georgian Railways can negotiate and plan for the surrender and
re-use of surplus railway lands and sidings within the City as part of the Land Use
Plan, as is advocated in this Brownfield Land Study, but the nation’s mainline railway
track must surely be a matter for Georgian Railways and finally the Government.
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Origin of the proposal to remove the main line railway tracks in Tbilisi
11.20

It would appear that the proposal to remove main line railway tracks from central
Tbilisi has been in existence for a decade and has its origins in the concerns widely felt
that the passage of large freight trains and particularly oil trains through the city was
not appropriate and was dangerous.

11.21

The concern was strong enough to begin the construction of a railway bypass around
Tbilisi. A route for freight trains around the outside of the city centre has been
constructed but the track has not been laid yet because there are believed to be
operational difficulties in using the line due to steeper gradients.

11.22

Presumably the gradient issue is something which cannot be solved by using more
powerful engines or using two engines per train. A number of freight trains coming
through Tbilisi have double engines already. Presumably the additional cost of
moving the freight on the steeper bypass line eats into the profit for moving it. The
business case and costings for the freight movements need to be considered by the
appropriate specialists and by Georgian Railways and the Government. There is also a
proposal for a separate 11km tunnel for freight trains which needs to be costed when
considering the alternative scenarios for freight.

11.23

As a result of the proposed diversion of the freight trains and the limited use, at the
time, of passenger services through Tbilisi it was felt that there was the opportunity
to remove through trains altogether and redevelop all of the Central Rail Lands
including the main line track bed itself.

11.24

Although the motive for removing track seems to be the freight issue the stated
justification of the proposal to remove the track seems to be for the purposes of
redeveloping Tbilisi’s most central and significant brownfield site:
(1) ) to gain more land for re-development in the Central Rail Lands area which would
include a linear park;
(2) ) to gain greater east-west access across the Central Rail Lands site and Avlabari
once the railway had gone and has ceased to be a barrier; and
(3) ) to gain the track bed area south of the Central Rail Lands through Avlabari for
a linear park.

11.25 The theory behind removing the tracks seems to be that if the tracks are removed
then the freight trains will not be able to run through the City! All the benefits of not
having freight trains in the city have been assumed to be also the benefits of
removing the track. This is a fallacious argument with serious consequences. The
benefits of not having freight trains in the City derive from ‘not having freight trains
in the City’, not from removing the railway track.
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11.26 Removing track excludes passenger trains and city-wide, and nation-wide, and even
international, connectivity for passenger services.
11.27 This objective of removing freight trains from the city can be achieved in other ways by the plans for alternatives routes and by regulation as happens for road transport.
11.28 The solution to heavy lorries travelling through unsuitable residential areas is to
provide alternative routes and to regulate against lorries travelling through residential
areas. It would not be regarded as appropriate to dig up residential roads just to stop
lorries using them. Residential roads have other purposes as well including car access
for residents of those residential areas. It is important then to separate the
arguments about ‘freight trains’ from those about the existence of the railway track
and passenger services. The two are not the same.
The freight factor – distorting the analysis
11.29 The reason why the proposal to remove the main railway line from the centre of the
Capital seems to be so out of keeping with lessons learnt elsewhere in the world is
because the analysis is based on the movement of freight trains and not on passenger
trains which require the very same tracks.
11.30 A main line railway with heavy freight trains including oil trains could diminish the
value of neighbouring properties but the existence of a passenger railway using
modern electric (not diesel) locomotives operating mainly during working and
evening hours usually adds value to property because of the proximity of stations and
access to fast modern sustainable mass urban transit.
11.31 It would appear that the case for removing the main line railway tracks has become
entangled with the debate about removing freight trains from central Tbilisi and this
is distorting the analysis of the issue.
11.32 If the Government or the City is in a position to promote the removal of the main line
tracks from Central Tbilisi then a solution must have been found already to the
routing of freight trains - in which case freight trains will not be on the track anyway
so there is no need to remove the railway track!
11.33 If a solution has been found to the routing of freight trains away from the City then
the main line track does not need taking up as it will be free of freight trains and will
be available for an improved modern and sustainable passenger service which does
not have all the problems which accompany freight traffic.
11.34 This means that the only arguments in favour of removing the railway track from
Central Tbilisi relate to the redevelopment of the Central Rail Lands brownfield site.
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11.35 When the 10 ‘benefits’ of removing the track are looked at in the context of
passenger trains almost none of them is correct and some will actually have the
opposite effect. For example, if the main line passenger railway is removed then
there will be more road traffic not less traffic. If the rail impediment to crossing the
Central Rail Lands site is removed then there will be more roads across the site not
less roads in this area - and more roads means more cars. The 10 benefits which
might be appropriate for removing freight trains from central Tblisi are no longer valid
when looking at whether the main line should be removed for passenger trains.
11.36 Figure 11.1 below shows how each of the assumed benefits turns into no benefit or
no significant benefit or even to a disbenefit. The case in favour of removing the
main line almost disappears even before the enormous disadvantages are
considered.
A list of assumed benefits is not the same as a case for removing the tracks
11.37 Before commenting on the list of assumed benefits of removing the railway line from
the Central Rail Lands it is important to comment on the method chosen to justify
the proposal. The list of assumed benefits of removing railway track (on page 28 of
the Vision Statement for the Land Use Masterplan) is not a list of ‘net’ benefits, after
all costs and benefits and disbenefits have been analysed and discounted against
each other, but a list of benefits which could occur if a particular physical feature was
removed.
11.38 Such a list of benefits can be prepared for the removal of any feature in any city. The
removal of a city park, for example, will produce a list of ‘benefits’ such as: 2
hectares of land for development; a route for a new road; a site for a new bus station;
etc etc but without listing of what the City might lose by removing a park this method
can be used to destroy anything. The safeguard in the planning process is that the list
of costs and disbenefits need to be seen alongside the benefits so that the public and
the decisions makers can see the whole picture and the whole impact. This has not
been undertaken or communicated in the Land Use Plan proposal for the railway.
Only one side has been considered. The removal of almost any feature will produce
some ‘benefits’ but the issue is whether they are ‘net’ benefits to the city after all
the costs and all the disbenefits have been considered.
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Insufficient analysis of the railway issue
11.39 The removal is of the main line railway is a major issue in the Land Use Plan. The first
sentence of the appropriate section of the report starts as follows:
‘One could say that the quintessence of the future General Plan and the largest scale
mega project of the urban development will be the relocation of the existing railway
from the city’.
11.40 The ‘largest scale mega project’ of the plan, however, which is the removal of the
main line track, is contained within only one page of less than 300 words in the plan
statement and the actual justification itself is in 10 bullet points totalling 86 words.
The 86 words is not a summary of the points, it is the main text of the points. The
level of justification is simply not adequate for the proposal.
11.41 The 10 arguments or ‘benefits’ on page 98 of the Vision Statement supporting the
removal of the main line railway tracks in Central Tbilisi are set out, in full, below.
1. Possible development of the valuable areas of the city.
2. Reduction of traffic in the city centre.
3. Uniting the city simplifying transverse connections.
4. Increase in land and house prices.
5. Improvement in the ecological and environmental conditions.
6. Creating healthy residential environment in the surrounding areas of the railway.
7. Activating the public rail transport on the existing railway.
8. Formation of new recreational zones – the ‘green river’.
9. Stimulating polycentric development of the city and formation of local centres.
10. Flexible connections of the city and transport with local centres.
and Positively affects virtually all thematic directions of the General Plan.
11.42 Not only are the assumed benefits not convincing as arguments, they are not correct
and in many cases the opposite effect is as likely, if not more likely, to be the impact.
11.43 As mentioned several times earlier in this report, the analysis of removing the railway
track has become confused with removing ‘freight trains’ from the City. The Land
Use Masterplan’s list of ‘benefits’ has been drafted with removal of freight trains in
mind. They are not valid reasons for removing passenger trains and track.
11.44 The Table in Figure 11.1 below comments on the validity of the assumed benefits. It
is clear that they do not provide a case for removing the railway track - even before
considering the enormous disbenefits of removing the railway track.
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Figure 11.1

BENEFITS OF REMOVING THE RAILWAY FROM THE CENTRE OF TBILISI
(The 10 benefits stated in the Land Use Plan Vision Statement page 98).
Note: The 10 suggested benefits may have been drafted in the context of ‘freight’ trains in the City
but they are not valid arguments for removing a ‘sustainable’ central passenger railway.
Proposed Benefit of removing railway
Possible development of the
1
valuable areas of the city.

Comments (of International Br ownfield Land Consultant May 2017)
NO. The retention of the passenge r railway through the city centre will
improve development prospects by improving accessibility via
sustainable transport. Removing th e track will not help development.
NO. Removing the tracks will increase traffic in the city centre. it will
remove a major mass transit facility and promote car use to the centre,
and across the Rail Lands area –attracted by ‘the transverse connections’
referred to in point ‘3’ below. ‘Transverse connections’ = new roads.

2

Reduction of traffic in the city
centre.

3

Uniting the city simplifying
transverse connections.

NO. It will have the opposite effect. It will remove a through main line

Increase in land and house
prices.

NO. Land and house prices usually increase with better commuter rail

Improvement in the ecological
and environmental conditions.

NO. Removing a sustainable mass transit system from the centre of the

Creating healthy residential
environment in the surrounding
areas of the railway.

NO. For the same reasons as ‘5’ above. The railway is more sustainable

Activating the pubic rail
transport on the existing railway.
Formation of new recreational
zones – the ‘green river’.

NO. Reaffirms need for existing line - which has better connections. Light

4

5

6

7
8

9

Stimulating polycentric
development of the city and
formation of local centres.

10

Flexible connections of the city
and transport with local centres.
Positively affects virtually all
thematic directions of the
General Plan.

NB

station which has the only North/South and East/West metro line
connection in the whole city and replace it with more East/West roads.
As there are no more river bridges or obvious through routes it will create
more congestion at this point in the city and therefore less unity across the
city. It could create more East-West movement across the Central Rail
Lands site but there are few obvious routes of real additional value.
connections. This suggestion of increased value related to the removal of
‘freight’ trains and particularly oil trains, but it is not valid for modern
electric passenger trains which are quieter and improve commuter
possibilities, and generally increase land values.
city will increase car use in the city with consequent ecological and
environmental problems across the city. ‘Improvement’ presumably
relates to the area of the track itself and environs but railways can also
protect certain habitats. The environment of a passenger railway is not
like freight yards, or diesel hauled freight trains. This is Not a valid
argument for removing the last 2 or 4 tracks of a passenger line.
and less polluting than road traffic.A tram system through the same site
would have a similar environmental footprint to the railway. The healthy
environment claim relates to remov ing the freight trains not removing the
track for the passenger train traffic.
Rail still divides site. Tram line easier to cross, but costly. Why do it?

YES and NO. Between Central and Samgori, the absence of the line
would provide an opportunity for open space along the track bed but
north of Central Station the ‘green river’ can be created on the Central
Rail Lands site without removing the main line railway.
NO. The proposal to remove the tracks in the centre has the opposite
effect to that claimed. Removing tracks from the city centre reduces
opportunities for polycentric development of the city and removes from
the centre the one sustainable transport system that links all the major
brownfied sites in Tbilisi (North, Central, South and South East) The
principal brownfield sites which provide a great opportunities for new
polycentric development are connected together by the main line railway
– so a break in the city centre is not helpful for cross-city connections.
The Metro serves some of the sites but the railway serves more sites.

NO. Removing the tracks through the city centre reduces flexible
connections of the city. A Main line and Metro maximises connectivity.

NO. It does not ‘positively affect virtually all thematic directions of the
Plan’. It negatively affects almost all by reducing the effectiveness of the
most strategic sustainable transport system across the city which
reaches beyond the extent of the Metro and connects to Georgia as well.
Electric urban railways are a very sustainable form of mass transit and
‘sustainability’ is a key theme in the Plan, even in the title of the report.
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Location of Tbilisi’s principal brownfield sites

Main line railway track (in yellow).
Metro (in black)

Location of main line railway (in yellow)

Areas (in green circles) beyond the Metro,
which could be served by rail.
Central Station circled in black.

The main line railway is exactly where the city would want it to be - enabling it to
open up and serve the principal brownfield sites and provide a direct passenger rail
service to, and through, the city centre.
The railway can open up and serve the largest brownfield sites in South and South
East Tbilisi, as well as the far North, with a sustainable mass transit (rail services) for
sites beyond the reach of the Metro. The main line also provides an
additional, and alternative, rail service to the Metro between the North and South.
It is vital that the mainline track continues to run through Central Station, for
passenger rail services connecting up the whole city for the future.
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Comments on the ‘disbenefits’ of removing the main line rail track in Central Tbilisi
11.45 In addition to there being no clear benefits of removing the railway track in the centre
of Tbilisi, there are a number of very serious strategic disbenefits of removing the
nation’s main railway line from the centre of Tbilisi. These disbenefits have not
been considered in the Plan but they have significant implications for Georgia, for
Tblisi, for the Land Use Masterplan, and for the Brownfield Land Strategy for the city,
as well as for the residents of the City, the passengers and potential passengers, on
the railway, and for Georgian Railways. The next paragraphs of this section of the
report look at some of the implications of removing the railway track from Central
Tblisi. The proposal to remove track:









Lacks foresight
Reduces Georgia’s, and Tbilisi’s, strategic rail network
Reduces a ‘sustainable’ travel option for Tblisi
Increases travel times across the City
Creates operational problems and costs for Georgian railways
Reduces options for future generations and the Land Use Plan’s flexibility
Is not required for the successful development of the Central Rail Lands
Undermines a unique opportunity to connect up Tbilisi’s brownfield sites

Lacks foresight
11.46 The proposal to remove the tracks takes no account of the future development
possibilities for the railway and this is particularly concerning as removing track is
contrary to current practice elsewhere, especially in Europe where main line railways
in and between cities have become more and more popular. The UK pulled up a lot
of railway track 50 years ago and has regretted it eversince. For 20 years it looked as
though it had done the right thing but the railways came back into fashion.
Unfortunately many of the lines were gone and could not be replaced because of
development that had been allowed to take place on the line of the tracks. Rail
transport has become even more important in European and Asian cities. It would be
short-sighted to assume that this could never happen in Tblisi. The line of the track
has to be protected in future plans so there is no benefit in removing the track.
Reduces the Georgia’s strategic railway network and Tblisi’s railway network
11.47 The piece of track in the centre of Tbilisi which the Land Use Masterplan suggests
should be removes is part of the main railway structure for Georgia. It is not a branch
line or a line which runs parallel to another line which can perform the same function
– this is the main line through Georgia and through Georgia’s main station
in Georgia’s capital, Tbilisi. It would be difficult to stimulate a revival in Georgia’s
railways which been in existence since 1877 at the same time as removing a central
section of the nation’s principal railway.
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11.48 The full potential of the mainline railways within Tbilisi will be seriously reduced if
there is no through line from south to north across the city and no direct access from
the south and south eastern areas of the city to Central Station and further north. It
is always assumed that this is the function of the Metro but as the City expands and
new communities grow up further out of the city these may be beyond the reach of
the Metro and may be best served by the main line railway developing a commuter
role within Tbilisi and offering an alternative to the Metro as well as serving
destinations beyond the Metro. This has happened in other European cities and
Tbilisi would do well to retain its rail infrastructure so that it can respond in the future
to such demands.
Reduces a ‘sustainable’ transport option for Tbilisi
11.49 The Land Use Masterplan has ‘sustainability’ as one of its key themes and yet the
most sustainable form of mass transit in the city is the railway powered by electricity
produced outside the city. It is important to encourage people out of their cars and
on to public transport which is much easier to achieve if the density of public
transport modes and their connectivity is improved and developed.
11.50 Central Station is Tbilisi’s best connected site by public transport and it makes sense
to retain it as a transport hub not only for Tbilisi itself but for the direct connections
to other parts of Georgia which the railway can provide.
11.51 Removing a railway to make way for more roads is not the way forward for city
planning in the C21st . Removing the ‘barrier’ of the railway across the Central Rail
Lands site has only one real purpose (as footbridges over the railway for pedestrians
and cyclists are easy to construct), it is for more roads. Roads cannot cross railway
lines very easily because they have to be ramped up to be well clear of the trains and
power gantries. But more roads across this site will only encourage more car usage
and a greater build up of traffic at the bridging points across the river.
11.52 There is also a suggestion that the main line track bed, once the track has been
removed, could be used by a light rail or tram system between the two termini
stations. This proposal seems to be a contradiction of many of the other arguments
for removing the track in the first place. A light rail system would still involve longer
journey times to the city centre and across the city for passengers.
11.53 More importantly to the supporters of removing the main line, it no longer liberates
the track bed for a linear park, particularly through Avlabari. The space required for a
light rail track is the same as that required for the 2 main line tracks so no new land
would be released. A light rail system would be very expensive to build and many
residents might ask why it is being built when tracks have just been removed although
a light rail could use two of the existing tracks but then much of the separation of the
Central Rail Lands site still remains.
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11.54 A tram system would be less intrusive in a parkland setting but again it is expensive,
and is not a safe play area if trams are coming backwards and forwards. An advantage
of a tram line is that it can look less intrusive but the principal advantage is that
roadways can cross it more easily but is this what a ‘sustainable’ city needs – more
roadways across this site? Removing a through-track that connects up south and
north Tblisi and connects up with Georgia, and even internationally, and replacing it
with another railway line which doesn’t make any of these connections – doesn’t
seem to make much sense. The track bed would remain as a railway so what has
been gained – some greater permeability across the Central Rail Lands site at the
expense of an integrated Tbilisi-wide sustainable transportation system which could
many other sites in the city? The whole proposal needs much more thought which is
not currently evident in the Plan.
Increases travel times across Tbilisi
11.55 Replacing Central Station and the main line from Samgori to Didube with two termini
at Samgori and Didube adds enormously to the journey times to the city centre and
across Tbilisi. The gap between Samgori and Didube, albeit filled by the Metro, would
add a considerable amount of time to cross-city movement by train.
11.56 Moving from a main line train terminating at Samgori to a shallow underground
Metro platform at Samgori and waiting for another train to the city centre could add
15 minutes to the journey time to Station Square and would be of great
inconvenience for those who wished to travel even further north in the city or beyond
where they would need to change trains twice (at Didube as well) to get back on to
the main line. This would be a much inferior service to the existing, or potential, allthrough main line with stops at Tbilisi Central Station and Didube.
11.57 Although there is a very good Metro system with frequent trains it is still time
consuming to arrive at Samgori (or Didube) and then have to change trains, platforms
and stations in order to continue a journey to Station Square, or further north. Central
Station is currently the next stop on the line. This may not be a big problem now but if
the southern parts of Tbilisi are developed and some of the large sites in the north
then it could affect increasing numbers of residents getting to work in the centre of
Tbilisi.
11.58 The Metro can be crowded and often difficult to get a seat so an alternative method
of public rail transport to the city centre would help improve conditions on the Metro
as well as the modal choice for passengers. More choice encourages residents to use
public transport more regularly and to minimise car journeys for certain locations
which helps reduce road traffic.
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11.59 To European or Asian cities the idea of taking up the main line track through the city
and increasing journey times would seem bizarre when the pressure is increasing all
the time for better and faster commuter passenger services on the intra-city lines. In
Tblisi, however, there is currently very little use of the main line within the city so the
idea has less opposition. Georgia and Tbilisi does not make good use of its railway
within Tblisi but new trains have started appearing on the city’s tracks and the future
development of the extremely large brownfield sites in southern Tbilisi could make a
huge difference to rail travel within Tbilisi. If Tbilisi follows the pattern of cities
elsewhere in Europe and Asia there could be much greater use of the intra-city main
line in Tbilisi for passenger services in the future and in this scenario the preservation
of the main line through Tbilisi and of Tbilisi Central Station would be vital.
Creates operational problems and costs for Georgia’s railways - requiring 2 stations;
11.60 It is not clear who will pay for the two new termini stations or how they will be paid
for but they will be expensive and are likely to be more expensive than the residual
value of Tblisi Central Station. It is not clear whether the Government or Georgian
Railways will be responsible for the costs of making good of the parts of Central
Station which are surplus to requirements such as the platforms and station buildings
other than the Concourse which would probably have a re-use value. If a developer
was asked to clear and make good the abandoned platforms and track before
redevelopment then this would reduce the development value of the site to the
Government or to Georgian Railways and this may make the two new termini stations
even more costly if there was less contribution from the value of the Central Station
site.
11.61 Perhaps of more concern are the operational problems and costs caused by operating
two termini stations 10km apart with no connecting rail link. It would not be possible
for example to move engines or trains between the two stations should there be a
break down or some other operational requirement but train crews could move
between Samgori and Didube by the Metro if required. It would seem easier, less
costly, and more efficient to operate one station at Central Station rather than the
two new stations at Didube and Samgori unconnected by railway track. Back up
engines and carriages would have to be available at both at North and South Tbilisi
locations as there would be no rail link between the two stations.
11.62 The gap between the two new stations, filled by the Metro, is no different from that
found between termini in London or Paris. The only big difference, however, is that
Tbilisi already has a main line connecting the two termini but is thinking of taking it up
and London and Paris do not want such a gap. In London’s case it is currently
investing billions of dollars constructing a new London ‘Cross Rail’ underneath central
London to overcome this problem and connect up its main line across the
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capital. London has termini because they were built by separate competing railway
companies 175 years ago not because it was a good idea. Tbilisi already has main line
through the city centre, like Tokyo, but, unlike Tokyo, is thinking of taking it up. Look
at London and think again. Removing the main line may not seem such a good idea
when it is understood how valuable an all-through main line is to a major city.
Reduces the Land Use Plan’s flexibility and reduces options for future generations
11.63 A key feature of the Land Use Plan should be its facility to be flexible and to plan for
the future without taking away, forever, options for future generations. The Plan
needs to be ‘future proofed’ and try to anticipate what might happen in the future
and make sure that nothing is given away today that might be essential for the future.
Flexibility is important for the Plan. We cannot predict the future but we can try and
keep options open for future generations.
11.64 Removing the city (and country’s) main railway line does not keep options open but
closes them down, possibly forever.
11.65 The City has had a main railway line running through the centre for over 140 years. Is
this the year to decide that it should be broken and taken up in the centre particularly
when we all know that railways in European cities have made a big come back in
recent year and are a sustainable form of mass urban transit with a future?
11.66 No case has been put forward to say that this is a good idea and that this year or even
this decade is a unique year or decade within the last 140 years to decide this issue
for all future generations, forever. It runs counter to the experience of European and
Asian cities. It would be very expensive, and may be impossible to reverse in the
future. A sustainable land use plan should be protecting the railway line for the
future not calling for its demise.
Removing the tracks is not required for the development of the Central Rail Lands
11.67 The removal of the rail tracks between Samgori and Didube has been justified by the
contribution that this makes to the successful redevelopment of the most significant
brownfield site in Tbilisi, the Central Rail Lands. The successful redevelopment of the
Central Rail Lands site does not require the removal of the track and in fact its
removal could undermine its successful redevelopment.
11.68 The existence of the main line track itself is not a major problem once all the sidings
have been taken away. The total site area is 75 hectares of which 65 hectares can be
developed without removing any of the 2 or 4 main railway tracks. 50 hectares are on
the east side of the tracks and 15 hectares are on the west side of the tracks.
Although the remaining tracks take up 10 hectares it is a site which is 3.5 kilometres
long so at any point on the line the extra land achieved by removing the track is only
about 10 to 20 metres.
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11.69 It would be possible to redesign the site so that the railway was landscaped and the
arrangement of buildings and parks and pathways minimised the need to come into
contact with the railway except where there were crossing places. A linear park
through the site would run parallel to the tracks but away from them. A good
designer could make a beautiful setting and the rail line of either 2 tracks or 4 tracks
would not be a major feature.
11.70 Although the main line track prevents any major new road crossing the site between
Didube and Central Station, there is no clear line for such a road and it would not
solve any major traffic problems for Tbilisi but would probably bring more traffic to
the area. The site is surrounded by stations so it should not be focus for car borne
traffic anyway.
11.71 The removal of the railway would lessen the attractiveness of this site for its most
useful and sustainable role which is for high density employment, principally a new
office quarter with parks around it and for a visitor attraction and some comparison
retail and restaurants at the Central Station end of the site for visitors coming by
train or Metro. No need for big car parks.
11.72 The site is not best suited for residential use in view of its unique public transport
connections which favours uses which attract visitors and workers to the site, and
the fact that it is surrounded by residential areas already. The railway adds to the
connectivity of this site by bringing the outer parts of the city in direct contact with
the site and with the rest of Georgia by the new passenger trains now appearing in
Georgia.
Undermines a unique opportunity to connect the city’s major brownfield sites;
11.73 A principal concern of this brownfield study is that the proposal to remove the main
railway line through Tbilisi undermines a unique future opportunity to connect up
Tbilisi’s major brownfield sites.
11.74 Almost all of the city’s main brownfield sites are served by or are close by the main
railway through the city. If the polycentric development of Tbilisi is to be achieved
with sustainable transport then the new communities should be established on the
large brownfield sites next to the main railway line.
11.75 Travel times and travel convenience into the city centre and across the city will be
important for the new residents of these new communities. It is important to
protect their interests (even though these communities may not be built for 10
years or 20 years) by not removing infrastructure now which will be vital for the
city in future years.
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12

Re-use of buildings in Tbilisi - examples

12.1

Tbilisi has some excellent examples already of re-using redundant buildings and
much can be learned from these local examples as these projects have worked
within the Tbilisi context.

12.2

There is little point in looking at examples of the re-use of buildings in other
countries, particularly Western European and USA examples, which almost certainly
rely on funding structures, high land values, and market demand for residential
space which do not exist at the same levels in Tblisi. The Tbilisi examples do work
here and were visited and profiled at the Workshop on Brownfield Land on 24 May
2017.

12.3

Two contrasting examples of re-use of buildings were looked at. One where there
was a full refurbishment of a former factory in the city centre setting and the other
where there was re-use of a former factory in a suburb of Tbilisi where the state of
the building was very poor and a great challenge. Despite these difficulties the
building was being used for many activities.

12.4

Fabrika.
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12.5

Campus.
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Size
12.6

The great size of buildings is a major issue. Some of these former factories are very
large buildings and regard must be had toward their structural stability, the liabilities,
insurance, services, heating, lighting, future maintenance requirements, and many
more practical issues.
Conversion costs and future income

12.7

In some countries beautiful old mill buildings or dockside warehouses, particularly
those made of stone, have been preserved for museums or converted into
apartments but the costs can be very high and whilst this might suit some city centre
locations, it is much harder to make it work financially in suburban parts of the city.

12.8

Some of the Soviet era factories may be a particularly good example of the style of
that time and would be worth preserving in which case some refurbishment would be
important to keep the building in use for the future. These buildings should be
identified on a list for preservation and schemes devised for their future use.

12.9

Some buildings may have particularly useful spaces within them, perhaps for an art
gallery or workspace. However, reusing buildings just because they are there is not
always a good idea (unless they are also protected buildings) as often the cost of
making them safe and suitable for a future use can exceed the rebuild cost. This is
often the case with proposals for sports venues and other future uses where large
numbers of visitors are expected. Meeting international standards on crowd
management and safety, and insurance requirements for the venue will end up being
a problem that could outweigh the advantages of the empty building. The advice is to
choose the building for conversion carefully and have a clear realistic business plan
that already anticipates lots of problems and is robust enough to meet them.
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13

Demand for the re-use of land in Tbilisi – the market

13.1

Brownfield land is often described as being caused by ‘market failure’ and by this it is
meant that the land market itself - the supply, the demand, and the price of land in a
free market - has failed to fill the vacant sites with developments.

13.2

The assumption is that the market place will find a buyer and an occupier. Even in
theory this is not strictly true as many brownfield sites are bought by property
speculators with the intention of keeping the sites empty until the market raises the
value of available land in the long term future when other sites have been developed.
At its most organised it is called ‘land banking’. At its least organised it is called
‘speculation’ but in many cases it is just unintentional. The ‘Buy low- sell high’ cycle
requires a low phase and eventually a high phase. The low phase could be several
decades.

13.3

It would be possible to write several pages on this issue but in the case of Tblisi it
would not make much difference to the issue as the brownfield sites are generally not
in the city centre where the land market works best. In the outer areas the land
market is less well developed and needs stimulation. One of the key stimulants is
infrastructure and the other is public sector policy and development which is where
the City’s Land Use Masterplan becomes important and the Local Plans and
development projects that come from it.

13.4

The City needs to be on top of the planning process because much depends on it and
its Land Use Plan and its strategy is a very important signal to the market place.

13.5

In many economies where there is pressure on land, the private sector could be
pushing the public sector to respond and to designate and regulate. The private
sector has the money to develop and the public sector has the power and ‘locus’ to
determine where that development should and should not happen. It is a very
powerful tool and is expressed both through the ballot box and through the Land Use
Plan but it requires public understanding, support, and endorsement through
Government and City Hall, and those elected and appointed to serve those bodies.

13.6

The City’s Land Use Masterplan is the City’s statement of how the City should
develop. What is the land market’s position?

13.7

The demand for land in Tbilisi has not yet reached levels which would be felt
significantly by the very large brownfield sites in the south and south east of Tbilisi.
Many land redevelopment and restoration programmes in western Europe are driven
by and paid for by the profit generated on buying land at a low price, redeveloping,
and selling high usually in the form of residential property.
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13.8

In a city centre the value of a development is difficult to determine because it will
inevitably involve retail developments and offices and will involve calculations and
judgements about future rent growth and commercial yields, and the right time to refinance or sell, and many other commercial factors.

13.9

For suburban areas the land market is much simpler and that is where most of the
brownfield land exists. The brownfield sites will not be worth more than the total
number of units of the highest value that can be built on them. Usually the highest
value units on suburban sites are houses or flats so the number of residential units
multiplied by the selling price of each unit after construction provides the total value
of the site. The sites might include some retail and some offices and some industry
but unless the retail units, which are the units of highest potential value,are of a
shopping mall nature they are unlikely to raise the total value of the land from the
average residential value.

13.10 In many European countries, particularly those with rapidly increasing populations,
the demand for residential units might be very high in which case the land values are
high and the private sector incentives to develop are high. A developer can afford to
overcome many of the difficulties of a brownfield site and pay for land use
remediation out of the profit on developing low value land for high value end uses.
13.11 The demand for new residential property in suburban areas in Tbilisi is not as strong
as in other cities where population is rising rapidly.
13.12 Data produced by Colliers International suggests that the strong markets for
residential investment in Tbilisi are in Vake and Saburtalo.
13.13 Suburban developments will not be able to compete with these well established
areas which are closer to the city centre, so they will need to find a new ‘niche’. The
new ‘niche’ could be well laid out new communities of moderately priced but
reasonably spacious accommodation close to fast rail links into the city centre - which
is why the railway issue is so important to the future of brownfield land.
13.14 A market doesn’t really exist at the moment for this which is why the public sector
needs to take the lead through its Land Use Masterplan to signal its support for the
polycentric development of the City and establish the nodal points around which the
new communities should grow. The public sector might need to finance some
enabling infrastructure works up front but after that the private sector should be able
to develop the new communities along the lines of the Local Plans arising from the
overall Land Use Masterplan and its Brownfield Land Strategy.
13.15 A new ‘market’ for sites on brownfield land needs to be created in suburban areas
and Outer Tbilisi by the catalytic work of the Municipality starting with its Land Use
Masterplan and its Brownfield Land Strategy. Market confidence can then be
established and the market should take it from there.
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14

Land ownership

14.1

In most European countries and North America, the ownership of very large
brownfield sites would be in the hands of the original land user or a single or a few
large land developers who could afford to buy very large sites at the time the former
factory owners were putting them on the market. The main parts of the brownfield
site frequently has only one owner although peripheral areas might have been sold
off over the years.

14.2

In Georgia and Tbilisi, however, the situation is different because of recent historical
circumstances.

14.3

Georgia had been a Soviet Republic prior to 1992 and the State, the USSR and its
republics, owned all land. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Georgia was
determined to reverse the situation and become like Western European countries
and North America where land was predominantly privately owned.

14.4

In a rapid period of change starting 25 years ago all of Georgia’s land was put on the
market and many people bought land. Large brownfield sites, once a single factory
site, were now divided into maybe 20 different ownerships and this now represents a
challenge for future development as to how to acquire and control the land for
development in the future.

14.5

Georgia has a very good cadastral (land ownership) survey which is on-line and all
sites are numbered with information about the registered owners. It shows that
many of the large brownfield sites have many owners and so no attempt has been
made at this stage to list the owners or to find out how easy or difficult it might be to
contact the owners – this is a key matter for the next stage of the process.

14.6

The survey forms, proposed in Section 8.0 of this report) for each of the 60 principal
brownfield sites needs to be filled in and the land ownership recorded for each site.
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Data on Ownership of Brownfield Sites - Examples
Site SE 12 - 112 hectares

Site SE 18 - 128 hectares

Land Ownership - Cadastral plan for Site SE 18

Land Ownership - Principal owners of Sites SE12 and SE18
SE 12
Owner

SE 18

Plots

hectares

%

7
2
9

8.3
0.6
8.9

7
1
8

6
10
16

2
2
1
0
5

4.9
44.9
0.15
0
49.95

4
40
0
0
45

9
3
0
12

14.6
2.5
0
17.1

0

Unknown
Total

A State
City
sub total

B Railways
Airport
Air Navi
Customs
sub total

C Company
Individuals
Bank
sub total

D Other

% share
%

of SE12&18

13.1
4.2
17.3

10
3
13

9
2
11

2
0
0
2
4

2.6
0
0
21.8
24.4

2
0
0
17
19

3
19
0
9
31

13
2
0
15

48
11
6
65

65.9
7.4
12.5
85.8

51
6
10
67

34
4
5
43

0

0

1

0.004

0

0

1

36.1

32

3

0.7

1

15

27

112.05

100

89

128.204

100

100
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Plots hectares

15

Development Finance

15.1

Finance for the development of brownfield sites will need to come largely from the
redevelopment of the brownfield sites by the private sector for higher value uses
such as residential development. The money comes from the public buying or renting
the houses or flats that are built on the sites so there has to be public interest and
capacity in buying or renting property. As observed earlier there is not in Tbilisi any
significant increase in population or forecast increase in population which might
translate itself in strong market demand for property in these suburban areas.

15.2

Even though the population is not increasing or not increasing significantly there can
still be enough demand for some new developments and so priorities will need to be
chosen for the best sites to move first. The public sector and its Land Use Plan will
have some influence over this particularly if it engages in supporting some early stage
infrastructure projects to open up some brownfield sites for development.

15.3

Public sector finance may be important in ‘pump priming’ a start for new
development and this is often used in other cities in Europe to begin the regeneration
of a brownfield area. It could be the building of a new access road, the laying out of a
park, or the building of a community centre or school. Sometimes the public sector
will do this on its own but a better way would be to agree with a developer or group
of developers on a strategy for the regeneration of the area and so the public sector
input ‘up front’ is part of a strategy that the private sector has agreed to continue and
complete.

15.4

For the treating of derelict, despoiled and polluted brownfield land where the
remediation costs are well beyond the resources and profit margins of the land
redeveloper there is a problem.

15.5

In Western Europe and North America there is the well established ‘polluter pays’
principle. There is the expectation that the site’s original owner or user who
produced the pollution should pay for its removal or remediation.

15.6

In the USA the Government’s Environmental Protection Agency set up in the 1970s
has a list of the most heavily polluted sites in each state- called Superfund Sites –
designated by the EPA under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) 1980. Of 1,322 sites only 375 sites have
been fully remediated so far but the principle of chasing the owners and polluters of
the sites to face their responsibilities to clean up the sites is important.
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15.7

In the UK the ‘polluter pays’ principle applies but in many cases the polluter no longer
exists and the public sector through various Development Agencies, Corporations,
and Companies has had to fund reclamation schemes directly in order to start the
process of regenerating an area. Sometimes the public sector ‘invests’ in the
regeneration process with the intention of receiving its financial contribution back
from land sales at a later date and sometimes it has directly grant aided a land
reclamation scheme because of its general value to the City and community or
because there is no prospect or reclaiming the investment.

15.8

In the European Union similar processes operate on brownfield land through schemes
operated by the nation states in different ways, although the EU is trying to
standardise some of the pollution measures. There is much information on the
internet about how to deal with pollution (‘Environmental Remediation’), but not so
much on the different methods of financing it but it all comes down to three sources:
the polluter; the public sector; the developer and all countries try to get the polluter
to pay and then if that is not possible they try to encourage the developer to absorb
the costs by the redevelopment process and only in the last resort does the public
sector consider funding certain remediation schemes by loan or by investment or by
direct grant.

15.9

In Georgia and Tbilisi, there is a particular problem in that the ‘polluter’ of many of
the largest brownfield sites has gone and does not even exist as a legal or commercial
entity and furthermore the sites have been divided up into many smaller plots and
sold off to numerous private sector owners. The pollution liability route for finance
is probably of little use or value (except perhaps in the case of city centre half
completed buildings where owners could be traced and held responsible, should the
Government wish to take action on these buildings).

15.10 This leaves private sector developers and the public sector in the frame for financing
brownfield land remediation work and in both cases the City’s Land Use Masterplan
and Brownfield Land Strategy will be extremely important in setting the scene, the
tone, the locations, and the potential future values of brownfield land and the
context for any action by the public sector.
15.11 It has to be assumed that there is very little public sector money to help finance
brownfield land remediation so the public sector needs to be very clever in the use of
the powers it has to help create value in the brownfield sites. This is a matter for the
second stage of this project to investigate.
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C

Action - Priorities for further action on brownfield land

16

Priorities for further action on brownfield land

16.1

This study has tried to give a broad overview of the brownfield land situation in Tblisi
and provide a framework within which the issues can be analysed further.

16.2

The next stage of the study needs to take matters forward and provide the more
detailed survey, analysis and plans required to make the most of the brownfield land
opportunities in Tbilisi and overcome any problems.

16.3

The priorities for action should be to:
1. Complete and refine the rapid diagnostic survey of brownfield land.
2. Identify the critical brownfield sites and significant sites and protect them.
3. Ensure that the draft Land Use Masterplan for the city is robust.
4. Prepare and agree the brownfield land strategy (could be part of Land Use Plan).
6. Prepare site development strategies for individual major brownfield sites.
7. Ensure consultation arrangements for Land Use Plan/Brownfield Strategy.
8. Set up appropriate organising structure for leading the brownfield land work.
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17.0

Complete and refine the rapid diagnostic survey of brownfield land

17.1

This rapid diagnostic study has given an overview and an initial identification of
brownfield sites from satellite and aerial surveys of Tbilisi and some verification by
site visits on the ground. The site measurements are approximate and are only valid
in the context of the overall distribution of brownfield sites around the city and the
relative sizes of the sites. The sites should be measured with more precision which
can be done very easily by the Municipality from the aerial surveys they already have
on the planning data base.

17.2

The consultant could have done the more accurate measurements but this task
would be performed better by one of the Municipality town planners or a local
consultant with greater local knowledge of each site or area and is able to make more
accurate judgements about where the edge or boundary of the brownfield site should
be because of knowledge of the area or even the history of the site.

17.3

In the rapid diagnostic study it doesn’t matter if the site is ‘4’ hectares or ‘6’ hectares
in the initial survey but when each site appraisal sheet is filled in it is important to be
able to measure accurately to at least one tenth of a hectare – so in this example the
site might be 4.9 ha or 4.92 ha and this can only be determined when the exact and
appropriate boundary of the site is determined and in the consultants view this
should be done by an experience planner in the Municipality who is going to work
with the data or by a local consultant with good local knowledge.

17.4

It is probably only two or three day’s work for the appropriate official to measure the
60 sites more accurately, making the judgements about boundaries, and to go out on
site to check the situation on the ground for those sites where the aerial survey is not
clear, and then a couple of days to update the maps and tables in this report for
further use. It could be incorporated into the process of filling out all the 60 survey
summary sheets but that is a longer process.

17.5

The survey itself needs to be extended. It does not cover all underused land such as
the very large area on the east of the Mtkvari River in the Northern part of the city
and there may be many other underused areas in the city which are not so apparent
from aerial survey. Again an experience planning officer using the same technique
and aerial survey as the consultant might be able to identify many more sites.

17.6

The rapid diagnostic survey did not cover the higher ground north and south, and
east and west, of the Tbilisi Sea which might also have some underused land. An
issue relating to land fill sites and the Tbilisi Sea was raised in one of the meetings but
this was beyond the scope of this study and beyond the definition of brownfield and
underused land.
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17.7

Further work is need on surveying brownfield sites in Central Tblisi as the aerial
survey, and interpretations of its images, may not have revealed all of the smaller
sites. Such sites will be of enormous importance because of their location. An issue
was raised about a major site in Central Tbilisi on the east of the Mtkvari River which
was in use as a market. This 10 hectare site might be regarded as a brownfield site in
temporary use but from the aerial survey it is difficult to classify it as brownfield and
it is not possible to regard it as underused as it was in very intensive use. The site was
excluded from the survey but is clearly a strategic planning opportunity which would
need to be handled very carefully.

17.8

Of great significance is that the rapid diagnostic survey does not include any sites
below 1 hectare but these are critical for providing small parks and playgrounds and
other badly needed facilities. Sites of 0.5 ha or 0.75 ha (the size of a football or rugby
pitch) are not small areas but in this rapid diagnostic survey with its first look at sites
of tens and even hundreds of hectares it was not possible to spend time on small
sites. Where they existed they were recorded but the data was incomplete and might
have given a distorted picture so it was decided at this stage to leave out the sites
under I hectare. Some parts of the city appear to have very few sites of this size but a
ground survey of important areas might reveal empty sites of future potential use.
The next stage of the survey, after confirming or adjusting, the data collected so far,
needs to extend the survey to sites under I hectare, particularly for Central Tbilisi and
to decide whether to include half constructed buildings in the city centre which have
been in that state for longer than, say, 3 or 5 years.

17.9

In section 8 of this report an outline is given of a survey sheet for each site which
should be filled in for each of the 60 principal sites (and then for further sites,
particularly for the new sites under 1 hectare in size which need to be identified). This
is an important exercise which is fairly simple to undertake and is deliberately
designed to be fast and efficient in providing a quick but useful data base for the
principal brownfield sites in the city.

17.10 It should be possible to prepare 5 of these summary sheets per day (except for the
land ownership data and the planning comments) so 12 days work initially, and then
to go back through each sheet to complete the land ownership data and the planning
comments which could take a day per site, so 3 months work for one person. It
should be possible to complete the proposed survey and summary sheets by the end
of 2017.
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18.0

Identify the ‘critical’ brownfield sites and protect them

18.1

Identifying the most critical brownfield sites is the most important task to undertake
in the next stage of the brownfield land study and it needs doing quickly. It should
follow the preparation of the Land Use Masterplan but there is not time for this, and
in any case it can feed into the consideration of the Land Use Masterplan itself and
become part of the Plan if it is undertaken in parallel by the Municipality.

18.2

The Municipality planners need look carefully at each of the principal brownfield
sites and think also about where the future nodal points for the polycentric
development of Tblisi are going to be, or where they should be. They need to think
about how future new development might take place in these areas, and how they
link up to transport links, particularly the railway, and therefore which sites, or parts
of sites, are critical for those plans to succeed in the future.

18.3

This is the most important next task in the next stage of the brownfield land study
– to identify, list, and protect the critical sites from any inappropriate development
which would compromise the ability of the sties to make way for new, essential
and exciting developments in the future. This is the essence of good town planning
– thinking ahead and ensuring that the options are open for future generations to
develop the city in appropriate and sustainable ways to meet their needs in the
future and generations beyond them by not losing critical opportunities now.

18.4

This rapid diagnostic study has made a start on this process by identifying some sites
which might be critical – some 35 of the 60 principal sites and a further 14 sites of
significance but it is for the Municipality planners to sharpen this process and
confirm, reject, or add critical sites and to be more precise about the boundaries of
the parts of larger sites which are to be identified as critical and to be protected
from development without special consideration and authorisation.

18.5

The sites identified as critical sites and sites of significance need to be identified as
such in the Land Use Masterplan – this can be done as a chapter in the plan or as an
Appendix to the plan with a policy in the plan which refers to the sites in the
Appendix.
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Polycentric idea in draft Plan.

Revised to fit brownfield land.

South and SE Tbilisi could have 4 new sustainable communities on brownfield land.
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19.

Ensure that the Land Use Masterplan for Tbilisi (and any Local Plans) are robust

19.1

The Draft Land Use Masterplan for Tbilisi has been prepared by consultants for the
Municipality and is due to be considered by the Municipality in the coming months so the issue of the Masterplan is of utmost importance.

19.2

The Land Use Masterplan sets the scene for the whole city and its vision and
aspirations for the future and translates these into the pattern of development on the
ground for the future and the long term future. It is an extremely important
document as decisions made by implementing the plan affect the every-day lives of
everyone in the City, every day and for decades to come. A good plan permits the
City to develop in a positive way for all the people and to seize sensible opportunities
for the future and preserve that which the public value and enjoy.

19.3

The biggest task for the City in the coming months will be to be assess the proposals
put forward in the Draft Land Use Masterplan and decide whether it is fit for purpose
and whether the proposals in the Plan are those that City Hall should adopt.

19.4

Already this study has questioned and indeed recommended against one of the most
significant proposals in the plan regarding the railway through Central Tbilisi but
there could be other proposals which are questionable and there could be many
other proposals that the city would like to see adopted. This is all for examination and
consideration in the coming months.

19.5

The brownfield land part of the Draft Land Use Masterplan could be amended or
supplemented with information from this study or it may be that a separate
Brownfield Land Strategy is written and published which would contain detailed
proposals which are not in the Land Use Plan. In this case the Land Use Plan will need
to make reference to the City’s Brownfield Land Strategy as being supplementary
guidance. The next section (section 20) looks at a Brownfield Land Strategy as a
separate document.

19.6

The Land Use Plan will need to be supplemented with Local Plans for the principal
areas of the City. These can be prepared over the next 2 or 3 years as Local Plans
which are framed within the context of the overall Land Use Masterplan for the City
but contain detail of how the overall policies translate on to the ground in each area.
The detailed land use zonings might be contained in the overall plan or in the
forthcoming Local Plans. Either approach is possible.

19.7

If the detailed land use zonings for the City cannot be agreed as part of the overall
Land Use Masterplan then the principles can be agreed in 2017 or 2018 and the plan
published, and then the detailed zonings can follow as part of the Local Plans. If that
approach is taken then the current land use plan remains in force until the detailed
Local Plans are produced and agreed.
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19.8

The city planners will need to take internal, and possibly external, legal advice on the
legal status of the Plan and any proposed local plans and this might affect how they
wish to approach the consideration, amendment and publication of the new Land Use
Masterplan for the City because the Plan is an extremely important legal document as
well as a forward plan.

19.9

If the current land use plan has survived as a legal document in the courts for a
number of years then the approach might be just to amend the existing plan, albeit
with some new text, priorities, and new a cover, and in this way only the
amendments need to be justified. If the whole Plan is re-written then the whole
document would need to be checked for its legal robustness.

19.10 It is not clear how many Local Plans there might be. There could be 7 Local Plans (or 7
separate chapters and maps within the overall Land Use Plan) for example for:
North Tbilisi;
Central Tbilisi East (east of Mtkvari River);
Central Tbilisi West (west of the Mtkvari River);
Vake and Saburtalo;
Tbilisi Sea area;
South Tbilisi; and
South East Tbilisi.
19.11 Local Plans for North; Central East; South; and South East Tbilisi (and particularly for
South and South East Tbilisi) would need to deal with substantial brownfield sites and
would need to incorporate the proposals of a separate Brownfield Land Strategy or be
the vehicle for expressing the proposals for those sites.
19.12 The next section of this report sets out the outline of a Tbilisi Brownfield Land
Strategy as if it was a separate supplementary planning guidance document (but it is
equally valid to incorporate the same ideas into the Land Use Plan itself and into the
Local Plans directly without a separate Brownfield Land Strategy document).
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20.0

Preparation of a Brownfield Land Strategy

20.1

Assuming that the Municipality wishes to have a separate Brownfield Land Strategy
document, which is separate to, but related to, the Land Use Masterplan, this section
looks at how to prepare it and how it could look.

20.2

At its simplest, the brownfield land strategy could look similar to this report and it
could even be this report for the time being but it needs to updated with more
accurate measurements, maps and data and with amendment and endorsement of
the list of critical sites, and some further detailed proposals for individual sites along
the lines of those shown in section 24 for the Central Rail Lands. It does not need to
be complicated. The simpler the better. The strategy should be more action
oriented than this rapid diagnostic study so a slightly different structure is suggested
below. Most of the work required will be in putting forward ideas on the locations
and concepts for the polycentric development strategy for South and SE Tbilisi.

20.3

The Tbilisi Brownfield Land Strategy document should have the following sections:
1. Objectives for developing brownfield land (including buildings).
2. Vision (including the polycentric development of Tbilisi especially in S and SE).
3. Origin, Nature, Types and Classification of Brownfield Land.
4. Extent and Location of Brownfield Land in Tblisi.
5. Principal brownfield sites (with the 60 summary sheets as Appendix 1).
6. The critical brownfield sites and the significant sites. The policy for critical sites.
7. Plans, proposals and ideas for major brownfield sites – the general principles.
8. Central Tbilisi – and the Central Rail Lands
9. North Tbilisi – detailed ideas and proposals
10. South Tbilisi – detailed ideas and proposals
11. South East Tbilisi – detailed ideas and proposals
12. City Centre and Other Parts of the City – detailed ideas and proposals.

20.4

The strategy does not need to spend time analysing the issue. The plan needs to be
about what the city is going to do about it.
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20.5

There could be separate sections on availability of finance etc but this can be
incorporated into the proposals sections for each part of Tbilisi so, for example, the
section on the Central Rail Lands might comment on the market for offices and the
source of finance, and the sections on South and South East Tbilisi might comment on
the residential market in the context of specific sites and specific proposals. In this
way discussion on markets and finance is specific to the proposals and action.

20.6

The strategy should be about the action that arises from the analysis undertaken by
this study, the Land Use Study, and any other additional studies of relevance. It would
be a mistake to fill the strategy full of analysis as it will only reduce the time and
attention spent on the actual developments and solutions that are needed.

20.7

The planning proposals for the major sites in South and South East Tbilisi do not have
to be as specific as those put forward in this study for the Central Rail Lands. What
the Municipality needs to do is to identify the centres of the new polycentric
developments so the Critical and Significant sites can be identified and protected.

20.8

All that the Municipality has to do in the Brownfield Land Strategy document (in
2017/ 2018) for sites in sections 8 to 12 of the strategy is to say – for example ‘Sites S1,S2, S3, and S4 will be part of, or will be expected to make a contribution to, the new
‘Samgori South’ community settlement and that the City will prepare a design brief or
commission a design competition in due course for the comprehensive development of these
sites for a new community in the order of 3,000 dwellings.
Site S2 is designated as a Critical Site and Site S1 and S3 is designated as a Significant Site
under the Critical and Significant sites policy.
Any proposed developments in these areas, prior to the preparation of plans for these areas
might be permitted, but will require a special permit which ensures that the development is
consistent with, and appropriate for, this area in the context of its longer term development.
Developments not consistent with the longer term objectives for these areas or which might
affect strategic access routes with not be permitted (see Critical and Significant Sites policy)’.

20.9

The Brownfield Land Strategy has two roles. The first is to inform the planning
process, either as part of the Land Use Plan itself or as a separate planning guidance
document which is empowered by one of the policies of the Plan – eg. ‘Policy BFL 1’
‘Development on brownfield sites, which are identified and numbered in the City’s
Brownfield Land Strategy (2018), is required to conform with the policies set out in
the Brownfield Land Strategy (2018) and particularly sections 6 to 12. Development
on other brownfield sites and unused and underused sites are required to have regard
to the principles of developing brownfield land as set out in the Brownfield Land
Strategy.’

20.10 The second role of the Brownfield Land Strategy is as a strategy for implementation.
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21.0

Site Development Strategies

21.1

As a strategy for implementation the Brownfield Land Strategy must have proposals
for implementation. The Land Use Plan could designate some of the major
brownfield sites as ‘Special Areas of Future Development’ subject to future specific
plans but the Brownfield Land Strategy should be able to go further and at least
identify what kinds of development might go on those sites so that a design brief can
be prepared or design completion held or a company set up to promote the
development of the site. All of these options will require some kind of ‘lead’ and this
should come from the Land Use Plan or from the Brownfield Land Strategy.

21.2

As noted in 20.8 above, the Brownfield Land Strategy doesn’t have to come up with
the answers or the new designs but it does need to give the development industry
some direction as to whether a site is key development for the area, and whether it is
a residential ‘new town’ or ‘new village’ or a new office quarter or a logistics site or
just an extension to existing land uses. The Land Use Plan has identified polycentric
development of the city. The Brownfield Land Strategy should identify which sites
might be involved and where the centre of each development would be.

21.3

In view of the urgency of the situation on the Central Rail Lands, this study has
identified a prime use and layout for this site and this is set out in section 24.

22.0

Consultation processes

22.1

Careful thought needs to be given on how best to consult the public on the Draft Land
Use Masterplan and on the Brownfield Land Strategy.

22.2

The Draft Land Use Masterplan, when it has been accepted or amended by the
Municipality, will need some public discussion and then further amendment as
required. This could take the form of public consultations and exhibitions around the
city over a period of 6 months and then a formal public inquiry which could last
several months. Assuming that this all takes place throughout 2018 there will be
plenty of opportunities for the brownfield land issue to get discussed as part of the
Land Use Plan before the Municipality endorses the final Land Use Plan. If that
happens then there may not be a need for a separate consultation process for the
Brownfield Land Strategy.

22.3

A further brownfield land workshop and perhaps other discussions could take place in
the City about the Brownfield Land Strategy once it has been drafted. It would
certainly be appropriate to reconvene the brownfield land workshop held on 23rd May
2017 to discuss an early draft of the emerging Brownfield Land Strategy. There was
plenty of enthusiasm, ideas, and expertise present at the workshop and their
perspective, as well as the ideas of the local communities affected, is valuable.
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23.0

Organisational Structures for taking forward work on brownfield land

23.1

A brownfield land strategy must have a ‘champion’ to ensure that it happens. The
ultimate ‘champion’ could be the Mayor or Deputy Mayor and that will be important
but also there has to a person and/or a team that is working on the subject on a daily
basis to ensure that progress is made and the Mayor or Deputy Mayor has briefings
and that progress is made on the implementation of the strategy. What are the
options?

23.2

In order of progression, size, and cost, the co-ordinating person or body could be:
1. An official with a specific and recognised brief to lead the Brownfield Land
Strategy within the Municipality and co-ordinate initiatives across departments
and with other organisations (Staff: 1 or 1+2 assistants)
2. An official with a team of a few staff – a Brownfield Land Unit (Staff 5)
3. Separate unit set up by the Municipality to lead the strategy (Staff 10).
4. A partnership (and company) of all the main partners with a Board and CEO (10).
5. A partnership (and company) owning and developing the land (Staff 20).
6. An Agency of Government or of the Government and Municipality (Staff 20).
7. A private sector company, specialist in brownfield land, co-ordinates strategy.
The options are illustrative and all can work - but at different levels of impact although option 7 is not recommended for reasons given later.

23.3

Of greatest importance is ‘identity’. An official on their own, if they have support and
enthusiasm and drive can make a huge difference to moving forward an agenda and a
strategy and co-ordinating the actions of others but they cannot do all the work
themselves – they need a team, a structure, or a network to move the business
forward. They would need some authority to make it happen – a direct link to Deputy
Mayor or Mayor and Departmental Director.

23.4

A team within the Municipality’s planning and architecture service ensures a close
link with the Land Use Plan and with the Deputy Mayor and Mayor.

23.5

A separate unit set up by the Municipality brings more interest to the subject across
the City. Such a Unit could be located within City Hall or perhaps outside City Hall
such as in the South of Tbilisi near to the main brownfield sites.
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23.6

A partnership of the principal bodies involved in brownfield land across the city could
be set up with a board of 5 to 10 of their leading people and with the Mayor or
Deputy Mayor as Chair of the Board. A Chief Executive and a small team of 5 to 10
staff would need to be appointed or seconded from the Municipality and other
partnership bodies with the company having a life of least 5 to 10 years. This is
expensive but the ‘additional’ expenditure would be reduced by using ‘secondees’
from the partner organisations who are already on the partners’ payroll.

23.7

The fifth option suggested above is the same structure but where the partnership
company actually takes ownership of some or even all of the land to be redeveloped
then sells it on to private developers to develop each part of the site. The cost of the
company becomes a charge to the company transactions.

23.8

The sixth option is that an Agency of the City or of the Government takes
responsibility for redeveloping the brownfield sites either by direct land ownership or
by loans to developers where required and some advance development by direct
funding. The Agency structure would need to be funded and it would need to have a
capital budget to help finance developments.

23.9

The seventh option is that a private company specialising in brownfield land
development takes over all or many of the key brownfield sites in a part of Tblisi or
even across Tbilisi although not necessarily all major brownfield sites. This is not
recommended as gives away control of most of Tbilisi’s brownfield sites to a single
commercial operator whose first loyalty has to be to its shareholders and making a
profit. A public-private partnership or a public controlled company can have an
overall objective which is to pursue a programme of bringing brownfield land back
into use, in the public interest, as well as providing for private shareholder interest.

23.10 All the land will be developed by private sector companies anyway so it is not
necessary for the public sector to give away the overall control and co-ordination of
the process. The seventh option of a private sector company having control over the
overall process is not recommended.
23.11 On very large sites it may be appropriate for the public body co-ordinating the
brownfield land process to ensure that not all of the site is sold to one owner but that
it is parcelled up into several large parcels and sold to different developers so that no
one developer can stop development of the whole site. It would also ensure that
some competition exists for developing the site and help to raise standards of design,
development, and consultation with the public on proposals.
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23.12 The disadvantage of a private company having control of an entire site, if that site is
very large or extremely large, is that it could ‘sit’ on the land for a decade or so and
not produce any development. Although the co-ordinating structure or the planning
system could give licences or permissions which time expire, say in 5 years, most
developers are able to get round these restrictions by starting some kind of
infrastructure works just before the 5 years is reached and then sit on the land for
another 5 years if they felt that the market wasn’t ready yet. The brownfield land
strategy would then be entirely at the mercy of a large development company and
the analysis and view of an individual analyst and decision maker who might be the
other side of the world and may not even know where the site is!
23.13 One of the first tasks of the public, or public-private partnership, body co-ordinating
the brownfield strategy would be to ensure that there was a system of consolidating
land. In some cases the co-ordinating body might assemble plots of land from
numerous small ownerships and then market or licence the consolidated plot to a
private sector company who would develop it in accordance with the detailed site
brief or masterplan for the site. In other situations the private sector development
companies themselves might assemble land from numerous small ownerships. A
variety of approaches could be used.
23.14 The co-ordinating body for the brownfield land strategy could be dealing with many
different types of companies, structures, and consortia for the development of the 60
principal brownfield sites across the City. On some sites the co-ordinating body
would hardly be involved at all in the development, providing that the private sector
developers were producing development in accordance with the Land Use Plan and
consistent with the Brownfield Land Strategy. On other sites the body might be
involved at the beginning and then not at all after that and on some sites they might
be involved much more because of the complexity of the development and the need
for public sector input. Of 60 sites the co-ordinating body might be involved closely in
the development of 20 of the sites, and have some involvement on another 20 sites,
and possibly no involvement at all on the development of the remaining 20 sites.
Many of the first 20 sites will involve transport and public infrastructure whilst most
of the last 20 sites will probably be straightforward residential developments. The
middle group might require the co-ordinating body to resolve a particular problem
which might take a year to resolve but then no further involvement.
23.15 The brownfield land strategy will not work if financial resources are not made
available for a co-ordinator, and /or a co-ordinating team, unit, or a company.
Resources could be made available from the profit on land sales but these ‘profits’
can take 5 or 10 years to come through even on an active site so the public sector will
need to provide some resources or staff or secondees for some years to come.
Further advice can be given on the structures, options, and costs involved.
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24.0

Central Rail Lands – Vision and Action

24.1

As a result of a major issue affecting brownfield land being discussed at the time of
researching this study, the railway issue (see section 11.0), it was necessary to
demonstrate that Tbilisi’s Central Rail Lands could be redeveloped without the need
to remove the main line railway tracks from the centre of the site. This next section
provides an outline of what could happen, and should happen, on Tbilisi’s most
important brownfield site and also provides an example of how the brownfield land
study could provide similar guidance for the development of other sites. The method
is first to identify what is unique or advantageous about the site and what it can do
for Tblisi, and then to envisage how it might be developed in the future.

24.2

It is important to think about, and see, the future and this often involves looking at
other countries where the future may already be taking shape. In most of Western
Europe the railways in the city have experience a revival and are a vital means of
sustainable mass transit in addition to overloaded Metro systems.

24.3

It is difficult when looking at Tbilisi Central Station to see anything other than slow
moving noisy smelly freight trains and oil trains and very few passenger trains. But
recently Georgian Railways has taken delivery of new Swiss Stadler double decker
passenger trains and the sight of one of these at Tbilisi Central Station starts to
connect with what is happening elsewhere in Europe, and a different future for the
Central Rail Lands – something that is part of a wider vision for Tbilisi.

Fig. 24.1 New passenger train at Tblisi Central Station

24.4

One feature links together almost all of the major brownfield sites in Tblisi and that is
the main line railway. That is why the former factory sites are where they are, and
that is the feature that links them together today and the focus of that intra urban rail
network is Tbilisi Central Station.

24.5

An old proposal, re-stated in the Draft Land Use Masterplan, to remove the main line
tracks in Central Tbilisi makes no sense and is harmful to the future brownfield land
strategy for the whole city where the railways can play a much greater role and
harmful for the redevelopment of the Central Rail Lands where the passenger railway
adds rather than subtracts from this site’s enormous locational advantages.
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24.6

The removal of the central tracks is not required to make a success of the
redevelopment of the Central Rail Lands, 65 hectares of the 75 hectare area can be
redeveloped without removing the central 2 (or 4) main line tracks which should
continue to be used for a much improved modern passenger rail service. Other
proposals exist for the removal of freight trains. See section 13.0.

24.7

Tbilisi Central Rail Lands is by far the best connected location in Tbilisi. The Central
Rail Lands are surrounded by 6 rail stations – Central Station and Didube Main Line
Stations and 4 Metro Stations (Didube Metro, Gotsiridze Metro, Nadzaladevi Metro,
Station Square (North) Metro and Station Square (South) Metro stations and is the
only place in Tbilisi where the two metro lines from across the City meet.

Fig.24.2 Main Line Railway (in red) serving
the main areas of brownfield land in Tbilisi not reached by the Metro (in black).

Fig.24.1 Main Line Railway meets
both Metro Lines at Central Station.

24.8

The Central Rail Lands is a unique location in Tbilisi in terms of public transport and
so the 65 hectares of developable land on the surplus railway sidings and works
should be developed for uses which require mass movement of people which this
site can handle at a level at least 3 times greater than any other site in Tbilisi.

24.9

The Central Rail Lands brownfield site in the middle of all these stations must be
used primarily for high density employment and visitor uses which for a major city
like Tblisi means ‘offices’ – a new office quarter - along with some visitor attractions
and some high density retail development particularly at the southern end by
Central Station where there is a focus already for different types of retail.
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24.10 A major new office quarter here provides a wonderful opportunity for maximising
the use of sustainable electric rail passenger services by main line and by Metro. The
Municipality should resist residential development on this site as it is not an
appropriate use of this unique transport focus. It should prioritise the area for office
use and visitor attractions in a linear park setting. Some car parking will need to be
provided for offices but far less than the total number of workspaces in the office
developments. This is a site to be reached by public transport. No major public car
parks should take up this valuable space which can be reached so easily by rail. This is
a site to visit by public transport. On site there can be walkways and cycleways and
ways of moving around, without the car, in a parkland setting.

24.11 The combination of a city’s main line station and Metro interchange and a major
office centre is quite normal in modern European, American and East Asian cities.
In Tbilisi there is the opportunity to do this here in a parkland setting - so important.
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24.12 The plan may take 10 years to 20 years to develop, as did London’s Canary Wharf or
La Defense in Paris but because of the parks it will start to be of value to Tblisi much
sooner. The current land market for offices is not strong but the site will attract
displacement from other locations in the city once the scheme takes off as well as
perhaps one new office every 2 years.
24.13 As a capacity exercise, the plans shown here assume office blocks of a modest 10
storeys high (similar to other buildings in the area) although one or two new blocks
could be much higher if the design made a contribution to the City, but the plan does
not envisage the need for, or market for, super sized skyscrapers.
24.14 Perhaps 30 offices by 30 years time, which at 50 employees per floor, would give an
office working population here of say 10,000 to 15,000 employees to which can be
added restaurants and facilities for employees and the number of day time visitors to
visitor attractions on site, the retail, and the parks themselves. It should be a thriving
location with large residential areas already in place on either side and this will be
their parkland/playspace as well as for day time and evening visitors.
24.15 As regards to future proofing the plan, there are a number of options. The parks are
badly needed anyway and of course will be in place from an early stage. If the rate of
office development is less than expected or there is a change in work habits and less
people work in offices in the future then it would be comparatively easy to use the
same plan and layout to accommodate other visitor attractions or even allow some
residential development after say 20 years if the office quarter seems unlikely to fill
all the allotted space. The plan is quite flexible but must not concede the office
concept too early as it will need 20 years to take root. Residential developers will be
putting on pressure after 10 years to take sites. Resist this for at least another 10
years to say 2030 as it does take time. The sites for future offices will be grassed
areas within the park and if the park is designed well it will not be apparent that they
are vacant building plots. If they are never developed no-one will realise it.
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E

Conclusions

25.0

Conclusion

25.1

1. Tbilisi’s brownfield land issue is unusual.
2. Opportunity - not a problem
3. Large scale
4. Long time scales
5. Railway issue
6. Central Rail Lands – a new office quarter in a parkland setting
7. City Centre and Other Areas
8. North Tbilisi
9. South and South East Tbilisi
10. Re-use of buildings
11. Land Use Plan
12. The Brownfield Land Strategy and Implementation

Tbilisi’s brownfield land issue is unusual.
25.2

The circumstances creating Tblisi’s brownfield land are unusual and have few parallels
elsewhere in the world and so it is difficult to find relevant examples of how to
approach the issue. Most western economies which have had large areas of
brownfield land have also had large and increasing populations and this has provided
much of demand for the re-use of brownfield land. Georgia does not have a large
population and Tblisi’s population is not growing at a rate which would require such
large areas of brownfield land in the short or medium term.

25.3

Most examples of relevant or good practice on brownfield land development from
cities in Western Europe and USA are not directly relevant to Tblisi’s situation as
almost all are driven and financed by high land values based on considerable demand
for new residential and commercial space. For this reason few international examples
are given in this study. At a later stage it may well be worth looking at some examples
for the specific designs or the ideas they have used but not as a general model or
financial model to follow as Tblisi’s circumstances are different and different
approaches need to be thought out here.
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Opportunity - not a problem
25.4

Tblisi’s brownfield land is an enormous opportunity for the city. The sites are ones
that are in locations that can be used today and in the future and are flat sites with
few physical problems. Some cities have brownfield sites which are too small to use
or are in locations which are inaccessible and have some other problem which affects
their long term suitability. Tblisi’s sites are well located (except too few in
the Central Tbilisi to be able to provide badly needed parkland in the city centre) and
are suitable for long term use for the city and are connected by the main line railway.

25.5

Fortunately for Tbilisi the brownfield sites are not so visible as they are in some cities.
Tbilisi is a beautiful city and it is possible to visit the city and drive from the airport or
through the city without being aware of the extent of brownfield land. This is very
important for commercial confidence in the city. The brownfield land is not a
problem, it is currently a lost opportunity, and in future it can become an opportunity
if planned correctly and sensibly.
Large scale

25.6

Although not visible on the ground, many of Tbilisi’s brownfield sites are enormous. A
10 hectare brownfield site is a big site but Tbilisi has brownfield sites which are 30
hectares, 50 hectares, 100 hectares and even larger. This is a lot of brownfield land
and a lot of opportunity but it will also require a lot of investment to redevelop. It is
estimated that there are 60 principal brownfield sites totalling 1,500 hectares. There
is also an area in South East Tbilisi of 500 hectares between the Airport and the
former military airport which has not been included and an underused site of 150
hectares in North Tbilisi on the west side of the Mtkvari River so there could be over
2,000 hectares of brownfield and underused land within or on the edge of the built
up area of Tbilisi. This study has focussed on the 60 principal sites totalling 1,500
hectares which are known to be former industrial land and railway sidings.
Long time scales and phasing of development

25.7

The size of the brownfield sites and the size of the population of Tblisi means that
many of these brownfield sites or parts of these brownfield sites, could remain
unused for 30 years or more. This is not necessarily a problem providing that it is
understood and well planned. Prioritising and identifying sites for development in
the first 10 years, then the next 10 years, and the following 10 years might enable
successful interim or temporary strategies and ensure that interim landscaping
minimises the visual impact of land which will remain unused for long periods.
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25.8

Even for the sites which are prioritised for development, the timescales will be in the
order of 10 years, or 20 years or even 30 years to develop out the whole site. This is
quite normal even in Western European countries with high demand for land.
Development of the former London Docklands, for example, started over 30 years
ago, and is still continuing. Many sites have still not been developed. Even the new
financial quarter of Canary Wharf, right next to London’s centre and a hot bed for
investment, took 20 years. Tblisi’s sites without such commercial pressure are bound
to take some time to develop. Recognise it and plan for it.
Railway issue

25.9

Tbilisi has an excellent Metro system which travels deep beneath the centre of the
city and right down the North-South spine of the urban area. The existence of the
Metro has drawn attention away from the mainline railway as an additional
sustainable means of mass transit in the city both as an alternative to the Metro,
providing choice, and to serve new communities and the huge brownfield sites
beyond the reach of the Metro.

25.10 The City would have difficulty now in finding the resources to build a Metro but
fortunately it has one. It would also be difficult to find the resources to build an
intra-urban main line heavy (or even light) railway but fortunately it has one and one
that links up all the major brownfield sites in Tblisi. It is absolutely vital that this
infrastructure remains in tact for passenger train services for the future.
25.11 In the future, and particularly when slow moving freight trains have left Central Tblisi
(and options for doing this are being considered) then fast moving modern passenger
trains can provide a service to the Central Station and across the city from South to
North and even beyond the city but the centre main line of at least 2 tracks (one
northbound and one southbound) must remain unbroken through the City Centre
and Central Station must remain as what it is – Tblisi’s Central Station – and the focus
for a modern and future mainline rail passenger service throughout Tblisi, and
connecting with both Metro lines at Central Station – the only place in the City where
this is possible. Proposals to interrupt the main line in Central Tbilisi should be
dropped.
Central Rail Lands – a new office quarter in a parkland setting
25.12 The most strategic brownfield site in the whole of Tblisi is the Central Rail Lands site.
A brownfield site of 65 hectares surrounded by 6 railway stations provides a unique
opportunity in the City to provide a new office quarter for the City and for other uses
which have high densities of employment, and can make maximum use of the
sustainable public transport opportunities of this site. No other site in Tbilisi has
these connections so it must be used wisely and for high density employment so that
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as many workers as possible can reach the site without using cars. Other uses such as
visitor attractions and certain types of retail could also be suitable for this site but not
residential and not car parks. This is an opportunity to promote ‘sustainablilty’ in
practice rather than in words.
25.13 The whole development of the Central Rail Lands can be set in a parkland
environment which will provide some of the badly needed open space that is lacking
in Central Tblisi. The development does not require the removal of the central 2 or 4
railway tracks and indeed would be undermined if there was no through railway.
City Centre and Other Areas
25.14 A disappointing aspect of the quick diagnostic brownfield land survey is that there are
very few brownfield sites in the City Centre and Central Tbilisi. There is a need for
more open space and parks but despite Tbilisi’s large amount of brownfield land
there are few opportunities for new parks on brownfield sites in the City and very
little opportunity to open up the riverfront which is tightly bounded by highways.
25.15 Options that can be examined for more parkland, like blocking off some streets (but
not the railway – there are hundreds of streets but only one railway) and providing
some open space in that way, or by the removal of an unused building and providing
some small pockets of open space in the built up areas. Narrowing some wide streets
and providing trees and small park areas could help. Further study needed.

Vazha-Pshavela Avenue, Saburtalo

25.16 The brownfield land study does not cover land outside of the valley of the Mtkvari
River through Tbilisi so any land on the higher ground north or south of the Tbilisi Sea
has not been surveyed and likewise, land west of the Mtkvari River although there are
a number of underused sites on that side of the river but not former industrial sites.
The Local Plan might identify further brownfield or underused sites.
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North Tbilisi
25.17 There are some key brownfield development sites in North Tbilisi which could have
some exciting developments. They are in interesting locations and as these sites are
unsuitable for any industries which have any emissions, it is likely that they could be
good residential sites for new communities. The very large former railway works site
needs to be considered as a whole site first of all and a site masterplan produced for
it and it should only be broken up if no integrated development can be produced.
First of all it might be advisable to see if there are any clean industrial uses that could
use such a site but if not other uses should be considered perhaps even relocating a
university campus or a hospital to the site combined with other uses, parks and
residential communities. There are opportunities to link to the river on some of the
Northern brownfield site and this should be encouraged and riverside cycleway at
least to Central Tblisi should be incorporated into the developments.
South and South East Tbilisi
25.18 Most of Tblisi’s brownfield land is in South and South East Tbilisi. 70% of the sites
and 80% of the brownfield land area of Tblisi is in the South and South East of the City
where it is a sizeable proportion of the total land area. It is in the right place in that it
has main line railway connections and is close to the airport.
25.19 Some of the sites are so large that they could accommodate whole new communities
and the Draft Land Use Plan suggests several new communities as part of its
polycentric strategy. South and South East Tbilisi could accommodate perhaps 3 or 4
of these communities on major brownfield sites and still have large areas of land
available for new industries and new land uses which require large sites.
25.20 What is absolutely essential is that the location of the centres of these communities
are decided by the Land Use Masterplan (and they should centre on main line railway
stations or sites for potential stations on the lines) so that the ‘Critical Sites’ required
for any such developments can be identified and protected.
25.21 Discussion should take place with the Government and Municipality Economic
Development Office about whether there are any inward investment projects or even
world-wide facilities that could be attracted to a large site near Tbilisi Airport. It may
be unlikely given many other competing locations around the world but the
possibilities should be checked out and appropriate land designated. Some
developments require a site of 50 hectares (which includes long term expansion land)
close to a supply of labour connected by a railway as well as roads, and those
countries able to offer a site can get on to the shortlist for consideration. Such
possibilities need to be looked at and held in mind when planning the area.
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25.22 The main line railway is important to the very large brownfield sites in South and
South East Tbilisi and residents of any new communities built on these brownfield
sites will expect to be able to commute into Central Tblisi on a through line and not
change at Samgori. Keeping the main line through Tblisi is vital. Extending the Metro
is not the answer as the Metro is already crowded. The main line is there already and
provides extra capacity and additional destination and options.
25.23 The identification of Critical Sites is ‘critical’ so careful attention needs to be given in
the consideration of the Land Use Masterplan for its proposals for this are.
Re-use of buildings
25.24 The brownfield land study was shown some excellent and exciting re-uses of
brownfield buildings in Tblisi and indeed the workshop on 23 May 2017 was held in a
former print works building converted into a city centre hotel. An alternative venue
for the workshop was a former sewing factory in Central Tbilisi converted into the
Fabrika hostel and exhibition centre, and Campus showed its reuse of a large empty
building for a whole variety of uses.
25.25 There are a very large number of large empty buildings on some of the brownfield
sites and a separate survey will be needed of these. In particular buildings in a
dangerous state need to be recorded and appropriate action taken.
25.26 Buildings of architectural or historical interest need to be recorded and decisions
made about whether they are to be protected for the future and these might be the
first to attract re-use schemes. Some prominent buildings like Central Station might
need to be preserved, within a wider redevelopment scheme, as an example of the
architecture of the time. There may be buildings on many other sites that are worth
preserving because of condition, potential re-use and other reasons.
25.27 The brownfield land strategy will need to highlight the issues on re-using buildings
and help spread best practice from the current examples of successful re-use of
buildings.
Land Use Masterplan
25.28 The Draft Land Use Masterplan was due to be submitted to the Municipality during
the course of the research on this brownfield study (April/May) but as yet hadn’t
been finalised. Comments in this report relating to the Plan relate to the Vision
Statement of 2015 ‘City of the Future – Vision – From Stability to Sustainability’.
25.29 The most urgent task of the Municipality’s Planning and Architecture Service over the
coming months is to consider the draft Plan and to check if it meets the City’s
requirements and is able to be implemented as a robust and useful plan both legally
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and spatially. It was said that there had been so many departures from the previous
plan that it was affecting its usefulness. The proposed new plan, therefore, needs to
be tested for its resilience. This is a difficult task.
25.30 This report has not been able to consider the new draft Land Use Masterplan
although meetings were held about the brownfield land section of the report, and
about the proposal to remove the mainline railway from Central Tbilisi – which this
study strongly opposes, and recommends it is deleted from the Land Use Plan.
25.31 Whilst the principle of polycentric development is supported and is consistent with
the availability of large scale brownfield sites in South and South East Tbilisi, the
locations shown on the plan in the Vision Statement (which might be illustrative) are
not the appropriate locations in Southern Tbilisi.
25.32 The final Land Use Plan should identify the exact locations of all or some of the
proposed polycentric developments and this is an important task with which the
Brownfield Land Strategy can assist. The focus shown on the plan in the Vision
Statement is too far south and fails to capitalise on the major brownfield sites.
25.33 The 3 or 4 polycentric developments for Southern Tbilisi should be centred on
carefully chosen points which could be identified in a few months with further site
inspection and research and should be close to, for example, sites S5, SE10/S12, SE18,
and SE20. There needs to be a railway station, or the possibility of a new station,
within walking or cycling distance of most the site for new residential communities
and this will need discussion with Georgian Railways to discuss locational and
operational requirements.
Brownfield Land Strategy and Implementation
25.34 There is a need for a Brownfield Land Strategy which the Municipality ‘owns’ and will
be implemented. It is suggested that for the time being this study, if accepted by the
Municipality could be the basis for such a strategy but it needs to be revised and
updated by the Municipality itself and first of all the Municipality will need to remeasure the brownfield sites and perhaps re-number them for their own use.
25.35 An outline of the revised Brownfield Strategy is set out in section 20.
25.36 Many of the issues raised in this rapid diagnostic report on brownfield land are
‘illustrative’ to be helpful. The Municipality need to make them real. This study
might say -‘there should be 3 or 4 polycentric developments near sites S5, SE10 etc’
whereas the Municipality will need to make decisions on exactly how many they want
and where, and then rewrite the same sentence as a policy which reads
‘there will be 2 polycentric developments for new communities in Southern Tbilisi and
they will be focussed on locations that cover sites SE10 and SE18’.
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25.37 This study can suggest what issues need to be covered and what the answers might
be or how they might be expressed or set out in a report but it cannot say what the
policy will be. It is for the Municipality to decide and then it will become a specific
proposal of the Municipality in a Brownfield Land Strategy and a Land Use Plan that
the Municipality will ‘own’ and argue for in the consultation process and then
implement when the final policies and documents are agreed.
25.38 The advice given in this report has tried to be as precise as possible rather than
theoretical. This is for two reasons. One is that the advice might be readily usable
and if the Municipality like the proposal and feel that it can work in Tblisi then it could
be adopted. The second is that it draws attention to how specific the proposals have
to be if they are to be implemented.
25.39 If the Municipality does not like a particular suggestion and thinks that it will not
work, the Municipality can replace it with something which will work. If this report
suggests that something should take ‘3 months’ or there should be ‘4 tracks’ or up to
‘30 new offices in 30 years’ the Municipality can cross out ‘3’ and put ‘9’ or say that it
will be ‘completed by 2019’, or cross out ‘4’ and put ‘2’ or cross out ‘30’ and put ‘20’.
25.40 What the Municipality should not do is to try to escape putting a figure or a fact at all,
because it is the discipline of putting a fact or figure that brings the strategy into
contact with reality. The ‘thought process’ involved in trying to be precise is
important as it helps draw attention to issues that need to be considered. The exact
figure may not be important but whether the figure should be 5 or 50 or 500 will be
important to the concept of whether it might work or not. This study has tried to put
facts and figures alongside concepts in order to see if they can work.
Organisational structures
25.41 This report has suggested some organisational structures which will be needed to
take the Brownfield Land Strategy and its proposals forward. The options range from
one person through to the setting up of public-private partnerships and company
structures to co-ordinate the Brownfield Land Strategy.
25.42 Each site will be developed by the private sector but the whole process and timing of
the whole programme across the city needs to be co-ordinated, and any difficulties
and conflicts resolved if progress is to be made. A co-ordinator or a co-ordinating
body is needed for such a large process and this could be a unit within the
Municipality or a public-private partnership outside the Municipality which trades in
land and arranges development of some of the sites. The Municipality needs to
consider what structure will work best in Tbilisi.
25.43 Tbilisi’s brownfield land is an opportunity – it needs to be seized, planned,
promoted, and developed.
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Appendix 1 – Tbilisi Brownfield Land Workshop 23 May 2017- Summary of Discussion.
The workshop on brownfield land regeneration took place on May 23rd at Rooms hotel and
was attended by more than 70 participants. The workshop was attended by the Mayor David
Narmania, Deputy Mayors Nato Kitiashvili and lrakli Lekvinadze, Head of Municipal
Department for Architecture Zurab Tsiklauri, and other representatives of City Hall
departments. Participants also included architects, planners, activists, business and NGO s.
The World Bank presented technical conclusions from the work conducted during the mission
as well as relevant international best practices in brownfield regeneration and land value
capture. Other presentations included overviews of brownfield regeneration projects already
implemented in Tbilisi by private developers, an update on the status of the new Tbilisi
masterplan and the summary of the real estate market trends in Tbilisi.
For the last session of the workshop, participants were asked to work in groups to develop
lists of priority actions in the following three area: group 1 - Re-use of large empty buildings,
group 2 - Re-use of brownfield sites for park and leisure, group 3 - Re-use of lands and
buildings for housing and commerce. The following proposals have been put forward by the
work shop participants and will be taken into account as part of the final Report on "Rapid
Diagnostic Report on Brownfield and Underutilized Areas in Tbilisi".
• Regeneration or large brownfield sites and buildings. Based on the reflection on the
materials presented throughout the day Group 1 recommended to see abandoned brownfield
buildings as sources of potential. Considering the case ofrailway lands in central Tbilisi the
participants have expressed support of the technical solution proposed by the Bank team
(summarized in the Annex). The proposal implies relocating freight railroads and keeping
passenger lines in Central Didube area. Participants see accessibility by public transportation
as the main source of attractiveness of this area and thus recommend focusing on proving
good north-south walking and biking connections throughout the site. Overall this group saw
a way forward in the mixed use development model, that will include cultural and arts centers,
museums, public spaces and educational facilities.
• Converting brownfields into parks. The discussion of working group 2 confirmed that the
city lacks green spaces and brownfields represent the best opportunity to tackle this issue.
However, there is a substantial risk related to high level of soil contamination on the
brownfield sites, that has not been monitored in full yet. The group has recommended that
wind directions and their environmental impact should be taken into account when planning
green on brownfields. Overall brownfield regeneration should be used to improve
environmental situation in the city. The projects should follow energy efficiency principles,
use green building technologies, aim to establishing green corridors and networks of parks.
• Re-purposing brownfields for housing and commercial use. Working group 3
recommended using brownfields for mixed use developments that will create urban
environment attractive to people at all times of the day. They should also be used to achieve
greater social inclusion through increasing supply of social and affordable housing. For
instance, offering different apartment sizes ensure greater mixture of different income level
groups and ages in the new neighbourhoods. Additionally, the group has identified substantial
constraints to brownfield regeneration: private ownership of brownfield sites, lack of
economic development vision for the city, absence of legislative frameworks for regeneration,
poor coordination between interested public and private. The group has recommended that
addressing these challenges should be a matter of high priority if brownfield regeneration in
Tbilisi were to succeed.
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Inside back cover
Brownfield Land in Tbilisi

The importance of the railway (in yellow) to the brownfield sites - connecting the city
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Brownfield sites and the importance of a continuous passenger railway through central Tbilisi.
Brownfield sites in North Tbilisi
(circled in green) are beyond the
Metro and are served by the railway

Metro (in black)

Railways (in red)

Central Station and
Central Rail Lands

Main Brownfield sites, in South and SE Tbilisi
(circled in green), are beyond the Metro, and
are served by the railway lines (in red).

Central Rail Lands - A new ‘office quarter’ for the city with cultural centres and parks on the former rail
yards and keeping 2 or 4 tracks for the passenger main line linking North and South Tbilisi and beyond.
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